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PREFACE
This document is submitted in compliance with Line Item No. 2 of the
Data Requirements List as Type I Data, Contract NAS9-12836. The documen
is divided into four volumes for ease of handling. The contents of
each volume is defined as:
Volume I: Includes sections entitled Introduction, Mission
Envelope and Flight Dynamics which correspond to
Sections 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 of the Table of Contents.
Volume II: Includes sections entitled Introduction and Shuttle
Vehicle Systems which correspond to sections 1.0 and
4.0 to 4.18 of the Table of Contents.
Volume III: Includes sections entitled Introduction and Shuttle
Vehicle Systems which correspond to sections 1.0 and
4.19 to 4.22 of the Table of Contents.
Volume IV: Includes sections entitled External Interfaces, Crew
Procedures, Crew Station, Visual Cues and Aural
Cues which correspond to sections 5.0, 6.0, 7.0,
8.0 and 9.0 of the Table of Contents.
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.1.0 Introduction
The objective of the Shuttle Vehicle and Mission Simulation
Requirements report is to provide to NASA/MSC documentation of the
requirements for faithful simulation of the Shuttle Vehicle, its
systems, mission, operations and interfaces. To accomplish this
.objective the report «wa-s .d-ivided in-to eight -topics which .comprehensively
cover the simulation requirements of the Shuttle mission and vehicle.
The topics and their main objectives are summarized below.
Mission Envelope, - This topic covers the space and atmospheric
missions that are envisioned for the Shuttle
program. The characteristics of each mission
are described by an analysis of the mission
phases, trajectory information, timelines
and operations for nominal and abort condi-
tions to the extent data was available.
Qrbiter Flight Dynamics - This topic covers the flight regimes
»^. which the Shuttle vehicle will encounter in
the accomplishment of its missions. The
requirements were established in the following
manner.
The vehicle configurations that must be simu-|
|
lated for horizontal and vertical test
flights, operational space missions, atmospheric
missions and abort modes were defined.
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The dynamics requirements were established
by defining the forces and moments that will
act on the vehicle during the entire mission
envelope which include, propulsion, gravity,
aerodynamic effects, payload effects, docking
effects, staging effects, ground reactions
and the dumping of material overboard. The
translational equations of motion requirements
were established by defining the vehicles,
satellites and payloads whose state vectors
must be calculated and by defining the co-
ordinate systems, relative equations of
:
 ' motion and accuracy of the calculations. A
similar analysis was performed for the rota-
tional equations of motion. Mass property
and ephemeris requirements were also identi-
fied.
Shuttle Vehicle Systems - The Shuttle vehicle systems required
for simulation were identified and described.
j
The descriptive data generated in this effortj
i
was primarily based on the North American ,
• . ' - i
Shuttle proposal. The Shuttle vehicle and itjs
system configuration is currently in a state
of. flux and therefore the descriptive data
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contained in this report undoubtedly will
become out of date as' the Shuttle program
progresses. However, for the purposes of
this study, the data is more than adequate
to define simulator requirements and a base-
line design when it is tempered with the past
experience of Apollo and Gemini programs. A
cross correlation between the NR definition
of systems and LRU's and this report is shown
1
 ' \
in Table 1-1 for reference purposes.
External Interfaces - The external interfaces of the Shuttle
vehicle were identified and a preliminary
type interface description established. Due
to the fact that for every external interface
there also exists an equivalent on-board
system, the descriptive data on the workings
t*r,
of the interfaces is contained in the Shuttle
Vehicle Systems section of the report and
cross references are provided in this sectior
Crew Procedures - The actual crew procedures for the Shuttle
system will not be available for many years
As a result the study concentrated on identi-
fying tasks by mission phase and crew member
and identifying the probable interfaces be-
tween work stations. The data used for the
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Crew Station
Visual Cues
analysis was a RTOP study by MacDonald-
Douglas, conversations with George Franklin
of NASA/MSC, past experience, and the re-
quirements of the Shuttle vehicle & mission.
The latest available data at the time of the
wr.i-ting -of .this re.port was used to identify
the configuration of the Crew Station. The
shape of the interior cabin, the location of
the work stations and the allocation of the
C&D panels by work station were established.
Detailed data on the interior composition of
the cabin is not currently available.
However, simulation requirements were identi-
fied based on past experience and accepted
levels of fidelity for mission simulators.
The visual scene content was established for
each of the mission phases. Attributes of
the scene elements, to the extent feasible,
were established and will be further defined
in the SMSR report. The vehicle window con- i
!
figuration is not defined at this time but
the best data available was utilized. The
accelerations, velocites and displacements
were established to the extent possible. Son
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Aural Cues
dynamics data was not available such as in
the Abort phases of the mission. The missing
information will be incorporated if it be-
comes available when the time frame and
ground rules of the study or assumptions will
be made.
The aural cues requirements associated with
the mission and vehicle systems were identified
and described. Detailed data on the charac-
teristics of each sound was not available
and probably will not be until the vehicle
test program is in progress. This factor can
*!
be circumvented by specifying flexibility
into the simulator aural cue equipment.
This report will be updated at the end of the study based on data
received as of January 1, 1972.
Reference to study data sources are included in the margins and
the text in order to facilitate update of this report. The numerical
references are correlated with the data listing defined by Table 1-2.
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5.0 External Interfaces
The shuttle vehicle, because of its objectives and design, has many
interfaces with modules external to itself. It is necessary to be familiar
v/ith these interfaces to allow the design of a simulation interface and
.enfiaace ±h.e .coordination necessary in such a design.
This section has been written to place in one area all the interfaces
that must be considered. Figure 5.1-1 shows the interfaces of the real
world svstem.
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Figure 5.1-1 Shuttle System Interfaces
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The interfaces shown indicate, for exaronle, that the orbiting
vehicle (Unit 7) has four interfaces. These are Unit 1 - Shuttle
Vehicle, Unit 3 - MCC NASA, Unit 5 - STDN, and Unit 6 - SCF only.
It does not interface with units 2, 4, 7, or 8.
Prior to launch, there are other interfaces involved in each
area. For example, Unit 2 may be broken down into the general areas
as seen in Figure 5.1-2.
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Figure 5.1-2 Modular Builduo of GCDC System for LRU Through Launch
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The Ground Checkout Display and Control GCDC system'is a •computer.- '
166 controlled checkout system which will receive, decommutate, nrocess, and
display the orbiter operational flight instrumentation data and provide
commands to the orbiter by way of a serial digital hardline to the onboard
command/decoder which in turn will route hardwire commands to the vehicle
subsystems. The GCDC system will also provide serial digital commands to
the remotely controlled GSE and monitor the nulse code modulation (PCM)
data stream containing GSE measurements. The serial digital command and
response links will be supplemented by dedicated command and response
hardlines for safe operation during contingency situations. Failure
detection capabilities will he designed into the GCDC system. Some of
these will be power failure detection, input-output parity checks, illegal
operation and address checks, and command verification checks. The vehicle
development flight instrumentation (DPI) data bit stream will be hardwired
to a telemetry ground station during ground checkout (the central instru-
mentation facility at KSC) for recording and analysis. Appropriate
summary data will be sent to the GCDC system operator.
The GCDC system supplements the orbiter onboard capability for orbiter
manufacturing final assembly checkout, malfunction isolation in maintenance
, ; and repair, and control and monitor of prelaunch and launch operations.
- The elements of the GCDC system are display and control consoles, universal
"~ ' control system, command acquisition unit, and remote interface unit. See
Figure 5.1-2 for definition of how these system elements are used as
building blocks from LRU checkout throuah the GCDC launch system.
5.1 ~ Display and Control (D&C) Consoles
The D&C consoles provide the man-machine interface of the GCDC
system. Color CRT's will be used for the D&C console baseline. The
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keyboard is the primary operator interface with the universal control
system. This keyboard is used to call up instructions and data to be
displayed on the CRT and initiate test routines. In addition, capability
is provided on the special function panels to command preselected functions
by depressing a function switch, thereby issuing a computer or hardline
command via a single operation action.
5^...2"' Universal Control System (UCS)
The universal control system contains the checkout processor which
166 controls the checkout operation. This processor interfaces with the D&C
consoles and peripheral equipment, i.e., printer and magnetic tane units,
via input-output modules contained in the universal control system. This
system also, contains a disk memory module used for storage of automatic
test routines, and it interfaces with the command acquisition units.
Commands to the vehicle of GSE are initiated from the D&C console keyboard
and are processed by the universal control system before transmission to
the^command acquisition units. - .
5!•• 3 • " Command Acq u i s i ti on Unit (CAD)
The command acquisition unit receives measurements in a PCM format
166 from the vehicle and support equipment which are limit-checked against
programmable limits stored.in the unit's disk memory module. The measure-
ment data are then transmitted to the universal control system. The
command acquisition unit receives commands from the system and reformats
the command into a serial format, which includes verification information,
and transmits the commands to the vehicle and GSE. Verification of receipt
of command is transmitted back to the unit from the vehicle and GSE to
insure that the command was properly received.
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5. 4 Remote Interface Unit (RIU)
The remote interface unit provides the command and measurement
166 interface between the command acquisition unit and the GSE or facility
equipment being controlled and monitored. The remote interface unit
receives serial command data from the command acquisition unit, transmits
verification data back to it, and then issues commands to the controlled
equipment. The remote interface unit also accepts measurement data from
the monitored equipment, and then formats and sends the data back to the
command acquisition unit in PCM serial format. '
The GCDC system interfaces with an off-line comouter center known
as the central data facility, which stores the system test data and
provjdes procedural information and cost-test data to the system.
5J5 ' .Shuttle Vehicle Systems Interface
Table 5.1-1 lists the modules with which the shuttle might be
interfaced. Associated with each of the modules listed in the left hand
column is a second column of paragraph numbers of this document which
contain information pertaining to the basic module and its interface with
the shuttle vefficle. These interfaces with the basic module are then
further broken into one of three types; electrical, mechanical, or data.
• , If the interface falls into the data category, references to the data
-type, the parameters, the data rate, format and response are listed where
available.
The interface between the shuttle vehicle and the Mission Control
Center are not direct in that the data is routed through the ground
station network. This interface is therefore defined by the other
£
modules listed in Table 5.1-1. ..
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6.0 Crew Procedures
In establishing the requirements for the Shuttle
Mission Simulator, it is necessary to examine the mission
objectives and the tasks required of the crew in order to
accomplish those objectives. Task requirements were based on
studies conducted during Phase B. Because of the sparsity of
data available at the time of this study, it was impossible
to develop comprehensive crew procedures. With this restraint
the study was limited to defining the tasks required of the
crew. However,this limitation will not detract from the
objective of providing a baseline from which simulator re-
quirements can be determined. .
For the purpose of this study, the crew is composed of
a Commander, Pilot, Mission Specialist(s), and Payload
Specialist(s). The following is a brief description of the
duties of the crew.
(1) Commander; The Commander is in charge of the
flight and responsible for the overall space vehicle, personne
payload flight operations, and vehicle safety. As Commander,
he is proficient in all phases of vehicle flight, payload
manipulation, docking and subsystem command, control, and
monitor operations. He is knowledgable of the payload(s) and
payload systems as they relate to flight operations, communi-
cations requirements, data handling, and vehicle safety.
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(2) Pilot; The Pilot is second in command. His
duties are essentially the same as the Commander.
(3) Mission,Specialist; The Mission Specialist is
responsible for interfacing the payload and orbiter operations
as well as management of payload operations. He is proficient
in vehicle and payload subsystems, flight operations, and
payload conraunications.
(4) Pavload Specialist; The Payload Specialist is
responsible for the applications, technology, and science pay-
load and payload instrument operations. He has a comprehen-
sive knowledge of the payload instrument, operations, require-
ments, objectives and supporting equipment.
The size of the crew is determined by the mission
objectives and could vary from mission to mission. The basic
crew consists of Commander and Pilot. The number of Mission
Specialists and Payload Specialists assigned to a crew
depends u*pt»n the mission requirements. Many missions,
especially in the early stages of the program, will be flown
' • with a basic crew.
6.1 Mission Objectives _ ... , . _ _.
.»
46 Reference 46 outlines the following types of missions as
pg.3-2,
3-3 being representative of those which will be flown during the
Space Shuttle Program:
(1) Space Station Resupply ' "
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(2) Propellant Delivery
(3) Propulsive Stage Delivery
(4) Orbit-to-Orbit Shuttle Delivery and Retrieve
(5) Satellite Placement
(6) Shuttle Retrieval • - •
(7) Satellite Placement and Retrieval
(8) Short Duration Orbital
(9) Rescue __.:._.._
The study further analyzed the objectives of each
mission and concluded that any of the space shuttle missions
could be accomplished using combinations of the following
. .„ major flight operations: ... ... . ._
(1) Ascent
(2) Rendezvous .: . . . . . . : . . ...
(3) Orbit
(4) Payload
(5) Return
- (6) Ferry . . . . • . _ . . . . .
:
 (7)"Abort
46 Each major flight operation is comprised of a series of
pg.3-1-
3-9 dependent phases. The following paragraphs present a resume
of the objectives of each phase.
6.1.1 Ascent
During this flight operation, the orbiter is inserted
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into initial orbit - nominal 50 x 100 NM. The ascent portion
of the mission can be divided into four phases: Preflight,
Mated Flight, Separation and Orbit Insertion.
(1) P_re.fl_igh t_JPb3_ge.; The primary objective is to
prepare the vehicle for flight; the computers are loaded,
external alignment and calibration performed, final targeting
performed, mission timeline verified and the vehicle configurec
for launch. .."
(2) Mated Fligjht Phase; During this phase, the
booster carries the orbiter to the desired separation conditior
Systems operation is monitored, and powered flight navigation
is performed.
(3) Se par at ion Pha s_e_: The booster and orbiter are
separated during this phase. The booster separation is
commanded and systems operation is monitored and controlled.
(A) Orbit Insertion Phase; The objective of this
phase is for the orbiter to continue its flight and insert
into orbit. The orbit main engines provide the primary
thrust. Powered flight naviation is continued and insertion
phase guidance is monitored.
6.1.2 Rendezvous
The primary mission objective during this operational
sequence is to fly from insertion to a co-orbit condition with
another orbital vehicle. The rendezvous sequence is divided
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into periods of coasting and powered flight. During coast,
.the orbit is non-thrusting. Navigation operations are per-
formed during coast periods initially using horizon sensor
measurements, and line-of-sight range and angle measurements
later in the rendezvous mode. The platform alignments are
performed and tested against sightings and the spacecraft is
maneuvered to the desired attitudes for performing the next
maneuver. During long coasting periods, the guidance system
may be powered down to a standby mode. During powered flight,
the orbiter is thrusted using the QMS or RCS engines. Thrust
vector control and attitude control are provided by the
orbital powered flight guidance and control autopilot. The
navigation incorporates acceleration measurement during
powered flight. Rendezvous is divided into four phases:
Orbital Adjustment, Coelliptic, Terminal and Station Keeping.
(1) Orbital Adjustment Phase; The objective in this
phase is to correct the relative position of the orbiter with
the rendezvous target. The catch-up - or dwell, if rendezvous
is from above - can vary from zero to 18 hours depending on
the initial phasing at insertion. Several maneuvers can be
made, usually horizontal in plane or nominal catch-up. The
purpose of these maneuvers is to place the orbiter in a
favorable position with respect to the target for performing
the relative phase maneuvers. Navigation is corrected using
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horizon sensor measurements.
(2) Coe1 liptic Phase; In the coelliptic phase, the
requirement Is to place the orbiter at the desired terminal
condition prior to initiating an intercept trajectory. Navi-
gation is accomplished through relative measurements.
Maneuvers during this -phase are corrective combinations which
adjust the orbit to meet the lighting and relative motion
requirements in the terminal phase and to remove GNC errors.
(3) Terminal Phase; During this phase, the orbiter
is placed on an intercept trajectory with the target, and
braking is performed to achieve a station-keeping condition.
Navigation is corrected with relative measurements, and
maneuvers are generally relative to the line-of-sight.
(4) Station Keeping Phase; In this phase, the rela-
tive position of the orbiter is maintained in the near vicinit
of the target vehicle.
6.1.3 Orbit -
The purpose of this operational sequence is to provide
flexibility for performing orbital changes not necessarily
connected with rendezvous. The particular operations for a
t
mission depend upon the desired final orbit. Thus, a sequence
could be generated which would range from one or two Hohmann
transfers, if orbit size and shape are the only controlling
c
parameters, to a "phantom" rendezvous sequence if perigee
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location and time of perigee passage, or mode crossing are
also to be controlled. As with the rendeEvous sequence, a
sequence of orbital operations would be divided into periods
of coasting flight and powered flight. Based on the various
mission objectives, the orbit sequence can have the follov?ing
maneuvers:
(1) Hohmann Transfer Maneuvers; The objective of
this maneuver is to perform a series of in-plane maneuvers •
at apogee or perigee if the orbit is elliptical - designed to
satisfy final orbit parameters. By controlling lift-off time
and launch azimuth, many missions can be accomplished entirely
within this capability.
(2) Out-or£-Plane Maneuvers : This maneuver is employee
to adjust in-plane and/or out-of-plane dispersions with one
corrective maneuver. Because of high AV requirements, this
phase is avoided, if possible, except for small adjustments.
6.1.4 Payload Operations
The purpose of this operation is to guide and control
the orbiter to meet payload handling requirements. Depending
on the mission, any or all of the following maneuvers could
be encountered:
(1) Docking; The objective of this maneuver is to
move from a station-keeping mode to a docking conditions with
the rendezvous target. During docking, relative attitude and
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rates as well as range and range rates are controlled para-
meters. Docking is performed manually.
(2) Undocking; In the undocking maneuver, the
shuttle vehicle is moved from the docked condition.
(3) Pavload Deploy/Retrieve: During this operation,
..the ..objective .is .to .perform the necessary -maneuvers while
deploying, retrieving or otherwise handling payloads.
6.1.5 Return
The objective of this operational sequence is to re-
turn the orbiter from orbit to a preselected landing sight.
The sequence includes orbital coasting and powered flight, as
well as hypersonic, supersonic, and subsonic aerodynamic
flight. The sequence is divided into four phases: Deorbit,
Entry, Terminal Area and Final Approach.
(1) Deorbit Phase; The primary objective of this
phase is to select a landing site and perform the deorbit
maneuver. Platform alignment and navigation are required
during this phase.
(2) Entry Phase; During this phase, preparations are
made for entry interface; Final platform alignments and
navigation is performed. The orbiter is configured for entry
and rotated to entry attitude. When accomplished, the orbiter
angle of attack and bank angle are controlled to avoid tempera
ture, g-load and skip-out constraints. During this period, al
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optical hatches are closed and radio blackout prevents
measurement for correcting the propagation of navigation
errors.
(3) Terr.inal Area Phase,; The orbiter energy level is
controlled during this phase to achieve the desired final
approach conditions. 'Included in this phase is the transition
maneuver during which the vehicle is maneuvered from the back-
side to the front side of the L/D curve. After transition,
energy dissipation is controlled by flying along a preselected
path from which the vehicle can be steered easily onto the
final approach. Navigation during this phase is by ground-
based radio aids.
(4) Final Approach Phase; In this phase, the vehicle
is controlled and guided to the touchdown point. Final approacjh
is initiated along a steep glideslope - nominal 13 degrees -
until intercept of the conventional ILS glideslope at
approximately 800 feet. The ILS glideslope is then flown to
touchdown.
6.1.6 Ferry Operations
During ferry operations, the vehicle is flown from one
airport to another. This operation is similar to those in-
volved in flying conventional aircraft. Ferry operations can
be divided into five phases: Preflight, Takeoff, Cruise,
Inflight Refueling, Descent and Landing.
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REF (1) Freflight Phase; In this phase, the primary
inrv
Kill
objective is to prepare for flight. The cruise route is
•
selected and the vehicle is checked out for flight.
(2) T~-::c---iff Phrse; During this phase, the vehicle
bscor;3s airborne, cliiriUs to cruise altitude «nd is configured
for cruise. This is a manual operation.
(3) Cruise Phar.e; The vehicle is guided to the
terminal area during this phase. Navigation is accomplished
using VOR/DME radio aids and powered flight inertial naviga-
tion. Autopilot modes include attitude hold, heading hold,
VOR and area navigation.
(4) In f 1 tght_Rejf uefl in.%; In this phase, the vehicle
is maneuvered into a station-keeping position with the tanker
aircraft. This position is maintained until the vehicle on-
loads the required amount of fuel.
(5) Descent and Landing; The primary objective in
this phase is to land the vehicle at the terminal airport.
166 6.1.7 Abort Operations
pg.2-49-
2-52 The primary objective is to interrupt the normal
sequence where the abort situation occurs and carry the abort
to a point where a nominal sequence can be reentered. Because
on-orbit or descent/return aborts can be handled in the nomina!
sequence, abort operations are primarily for ascent aborts.
\ ,
Abort operations are identified with the following:
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(1) Frelaunch; The prelaunch mode includes the
period from crew and passenger boarding to launch commit.
Crew and passengers egress to the launch tower platform and
then to the blast room,
(2) /.brrE SP.M (launch Co-Trait to 30 seconds) ; In
abort during the first 30 seconds of flight, the orbiter is
separated from the tank and SRM's. A separate propulsion
system (ASRM) on the orbiter facilitates safe separation and
return to the landing site. QMS propellant and the expended
ASRM's are jettisoned prior to landing.
(3) Orbiter Glide (30 seconds to 86 seconds);' The
abort mode during this time interval is orbiter separation,
without thrust augmentation, and glide return to the landing
site.
(4) Orbiter Powered Return (86 seconds to 300
seconds) ; After 86 seconds, the orbiter returns
to earth by means of a powered maneuver with the orbiter main
engines. The return-to-site maneuver after SRM separation
is achieved by orienting the orbiter thrust to decelerate the
ascent velocity and fly back to the landing site.
(5) Orbiter Once-Around Abort (300 seconds to 440
seconds); For loss of thrust from a single main
engine during this time interval, the abort mode is once
around to the landing site. It utilizes OMS». RCS, and main
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engine emergency power to compensate for loss from a single
main engine.
(6) Orbiter Abort to Orbit (440 seconds to 551
seconds)t If loss of thrust from a single engine
occurs after 440 seconds of flight, the orbiter continues to
orbit. -Subsequent deorbit is accomplished using QMS propellant
Software requirements are essentially the same for a nominal
mission. . •
During the abort phase, the crew would monitor the
software programs dedicated to the abort. The programs would
be monitored to a point where a nominal sequence can be
reentered, and the mission continued from that point.
46 6.2 Requirements for Crew Participation
pg.3-10,
3-11 The display and control design requirements for the
space shuttle in which both aircraft and spacecraft modes of
operation are integrated necessitates a well organized method
of on-board mission control and subsystem management. The on-
board system will perform routine or pre-selected functions,
automatically leaving the crew free to provide the decision-
making functions and to perform certain special mechanical
tasks. In this role, the crew will act as a system supervisor
sequence initiator and provide hardware/software back-up. Cre\
participation will comprise the following functions:
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(1) Evaluation of mission sequence and mission status
in real-time flight conditions.
«*
(2) Specification of certain data, constraints, or
performance options.
(3) Initiation of mission sequences and unique
operations with the flight system and control of the mode of
performance. r
(4) Evaluation of the flight system and the capability
of the flight system to perform. , . '
(5) Determine what flight operation to perform and the
manner of execution,
(6) Initiation and discontinuation of flight operations
phases, and tasks which are pertinent to the control of the
flight system and the performance of the mission.
(7) Selection of the system interface with sensor
components and the modes of subsystem operation.
(8). Recognition of pattern of degraded performance
and logical fault isolation.
6.3 Task Requirements
6.3.1 Commander and Pilot
Based on data contained in Reference 46, the following
is an outline of the task requirements of the Commander and
Pilot. The outline does not designate the tasks by crew
member since both crew members are expected to be equally
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occur during the major flight operations as outlined in
paragraph 6.1.
The payload handling tasks are based on Phase B
studies (Reference 22) and data on the payload station con-
tained in Reference 166. The task analysis x^as performed for
the capture docking end transfer tasks since these tasks in-
clude the majority of the subfunctions of each of the other
operational sequences. While the configuration of the pay-
load handling console has not been definitized at this time,
the one studied provides a baseline for determining the task
requirements.
46 6.3.1.1 Mission Sequence; Ascent
pg.31-32
6.3.1.1.1 Pr e1au nc h J? h ase
6.3.1.1.1.1 Control. Functions
(1) Monitor autopilot modes
(a) auto rate
(b) attitude hold
(c) bank control
. (d) attack control
(e) altitude hold
(f) VOR, GS, LOG hold
(g) heading hold
(h) srea navigation -
(i) auto land , ,
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(2) Management and control of attitude
management mode
(a) rate condition attitude hold
(b) acceleration
(c) pulse
(d) bank condition
(e) flight path angle condition
(f) nose wheel steering
(g) rate condition
(3) Management, monitor and control of attitude
rates
(a) high-low
(4) Monitor and control of aero surface
position indicator
(5) Control, control enable elements
'(a) rotation hand controller
«
**.*, •(b) rudder pedals
(c) speed brake ,
(d) translation hand controller
(e) rotation hand controller select
(f) translation controller select
(g) rotation controller system
(h) translation controller system
j
(i) FDI reference
(j) FDI select
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6.3.1.1.1.2 Navigation & Guidance Functions
(1) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
acceleration
(2) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
attitude
(3) Monitor, command and analysis of IMU
alignment
_(a) prelaunch
(4) Management, monitor, control and analysis
of targeting elements _
(a) velocity magnitude
(b) radial velocity
(c) out of plane velocity
(d) range
(e) position coordinates
(f) target ephemeris
**=*• (g) rendezvous technique
(h) time- rendezvous or landing
(5) Management, monitor, command, control and
analysis of time to go elements
(a) liftoff
6.3.1.1.1.3 Systems Monitoring Functions
Monitor and control systems status
(a) caution and warning
(b) communications
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(c) electrical power
... (d) environmental control and life support
(e) mechanical poxver
(f) propulsion system
(g) pay load
6.3.1.1.2 Mated Flight Phase
6.3.1.1.2.1 Control Functions
(1) Monitor and control attitude
(2) Monitor and control attitude rates
(3) Monitor and control attitude errors
(4) Monitor and control AV
(5) Monitor and control acceleration
(6) Monitor and control thrust level
(7) Monitor and control angular displacement
(a) angle of attack
(8) Monitor autopilot modes
. - f e = r , - ' . . ' . . . . .
(a) auto rate
6.3.1.1.2.2 Navigation & Guidance Functions
(1) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
acceleration
(2) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU attitude
(3) Monitor, control and analysis of speed and
vertical speed
(a) IAS and mach no.
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(b) rate of climb
(4) Management, monitor and analysis of
trajectory elements
(a) altitude
(b) velocity
(c) heading
(d) latitude and longitude
(e) flight path angle
(5) Management, monitor, control and analysis
of composite data and prediction elements
(a) altitude-velocity
(b) ground tracks
(6) Management, monitor, command analysis of
time-to-go element
(a) separation
(7) Management, control and analysis of derived
*>*., • •
data elements
(a) altitude rate
(b) angle of attack -
•'(c) 6V required
(d) AV to go
6.3.1.1.2.3 Systems Monitoring Function
Monitor and control systems status
(a) caution and warning
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(b) communications
(c) electrical power .. .
(d) environmental control and life support
(e) mechanical power
(f) propulsion systems
(g) payload
6.3.1.1.3 Separation Phase
6.3.1.1.3.1 Control Functions
(1) Monitor and control attitude
- (2) Monitor and control attitude rates
(3) Monitor and control attitude command
(4) Monitor and control attitude errors
(5) Monitor and control A V
(6) Monitor and control acceleration
(7) Monitor and control thrust level
(8) Monitor and control angular displacement
(a) angle of attack
(9) Monitor autopilot modes
(a) auto rate
(10) Management and control of attitude manual
mode
<
CO
00
elements
(a) rate condition
(11) Monitor and control of control enable
(a) rotation hand controller
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(b) translation hand controller
(c) rotation hand controller select
(d) translation hand controller select
(e) rotation controller system
(f) translation controller system
(g) FDI reference
(h) FDI select
6.3.1.1.3.2 Navigation & Guidance Functions
(1) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
acceleration
(2) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
attitude
(3) Management, monitor and analysis of
trajectory elements
(a) altitude
(b) velocity
(c) heading
(d) latitude and longitude
. (4) Management, monitor, control of targeting
elements
. , (a) velocity magnitude
(b) radial velocity
(c) out of plane velocity
(d) range
(e) position coordinates
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(5) Management, monitor* control and analysis
of composite data.and prediction elements
(a) altitude-velocity
(b) ground tracks
(6) Management, monitor, control and analysis of
'time-to-go element
(a) main engine start/stop
(7) Monitor, control end analysis of derived
data elements ,•
.(a) altitude rate
(b) angle of attack
(c) A V required
(d) A V to go
6.3.1.1.3.3 Svsteias I>fcr>i£orin% Functions
Monitor and control systems status
(a) caution and warning
(b) communications
(c) electrical power
(d) environmental control and life support
(e) mechanical power
(f) propulsion systems
(g) payload
6.3.1.1.4 Orbit Insertion Phnse .
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6.3.1.1.4.1 Control Functions
(1) Monitor and control attitude
(2) Monitor and control attitude rates
(3) Monitor and control attitude command
(4) Monitor and control attitude errors
(5) Monitor and control AV
(6) Monitor and control acceleration
(7) Monitor and control thrust level
(8) Monitor and control angular displacement
(a) angle of attack
(9) Monitor autopilot modes
(a) auto rate
(10) Management and control of attitude manual
mode
(a) rate condition
(11) Monitor and control, control enable elements
(a) rotation band controller
(b) translation hand controller
(c) rotation hand controller select
(d) translation hand controller select
(e) rotation controller system
(f) translation controller system
(g) FDI reference
(h) FDI select
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6.3.1.1.4.2 Navigation & Guidance Functions
(1) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
acceleration
(2) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
attitude
•(•3) Management, monitor and analysis of
trajectory elements
(a) altitude
(b) velocity
(c) heading
(d) latitude and longitude
(4) Management, monitor, control and analysis
of targeting elements
(a) velocity magnitude
(b) radial velocity
(c) out-of-plane velocity
(d) range
(e) position coordinates
(5) Management, monitor, command and analysis
of composite data and prediction element
(a) altitude-velocity
(6) Management, monitor, command and analysis
of time-to-go element
(a) main engines start/stop
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(7) Monitor, control and analysis of derived
data elements
(a) attitude rate
. (b) angle of attack
(c) AV required
<c!) AV to go
6.3.1.1.4.3 Systems Monitoring Functions
Monitor and control systems status
(a) caution and warning
(b) communications
(c) electrical power
(d) environmental control and life support
(e) mechanical power
(f) propulsion systems
(g) payload
6.3.1.2 Mission Sequence; Rendezvous
6.3.1.2.T Catch-Up Phase
6.3.1.2.1,1 Control Functions . .- .
(1) Monitor and control attitude
(2) Monitor and control attitude rates
(3) Monitor and control attitude command
(4) Monitor and control attitude errors
.(5) Monitor and control AV (LV)
(6) Monitor and control acceleration
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mode elements
rates •'.
elements
(7) Monitor and control thrust level (CMS)
(8) Monitor and control auto pilot modes
(a) attitude hold
(9) Management and control of attitude manual
-(a) rate .c.o.nditian attitude hold
(b) acceleration
(c) pulse
(10) Management, monitor and control attitude
.'. ' . (a) high-low
(11) Monitor and control of control enable
(a) rotational hand controller
(b) translation hand controller
(c) rotation hand controller select.
(d) translation controller select
(e) rotation controller system
(f) translation controller system
(g) FDI'reference
(h) FDI select
0001
CO
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6.3.1.2.1.2 Navigation & Guidance Functions
(1) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
acceleration
(2) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
attitude
(3) M^onitor «and .command o.f IMU -alignment
(a) course alignment
(4) Monitor and analysis of horizontal sensor
(instrument local vertical)
. - : (5) Monitor, command and analysis of star
tracker (star elevation and declination)
(6) Management, monitor and analysis of
trajectory element
(a) orbital parameters
(7) Management, monitor, control and analysis
of targeting elements
t~. (a) target ephemeris
(b) time of rendezvous
(8) Management, monitor, control and analysis
of composite data and prediction element
(a) target relative
(9) Management, monitor, command and analysis
of time-to-go elements
(a) QMS engines start/stop
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(b) attitude start/stop
(10) Monitor, control and analysis of derived
data elements
_ .... (a) A V required
(b) A V to go
6.3.172.1.3 "Systems"Monitoring Functions
Monitor and control systems status
(a) caution and warning
(b) communications
(c) electrical power
(d) environmental control and life support
(e) mechanical power
(f) propulsion systems
(g) payload
6.3.1.2.2 Relative Phase
6.3.1.2.2.1 Control Functions
***• (1) Monitor and control attitude
(2) Monitor and control attitude rates
(3) Monitor and control attitude command
(4) Monitor and control attitude errors
(5) Monitor and control A V (LV)
(6) Monitor and control acceleration
(7) Monitor and control thrust level (QMS)
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rates
elements
6.3.1.2.2.2
acceleration
attitude
(8) Monitor autopilot modes
(a) attitude hold
(9) Control attitude manual mode elements
(a) rate condition attitude hold
(b) acceleration
(c) pulse
(10) Management, monitor and control attitude
(a) high-low
(11) Monitor and control of control enable
(a) rotation hand controller
(b) translation hand controller
(c) rotation hand controller select
(d) translation hand controller select
(e) rotation controller system
(f) translation controller system
(g) FDI reference
(h) FDI select
Navigation & Guidance Functions
.(1) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
(2) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
00
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(3) Monitor and command IMU alignment
(a) course alignment
(4) Monitor and analysis of horizontal sensor
(instrument local vertical)
(5) Monitor, control and analysis of S-band
ranging (range to target)
(6) Monitor, command and analysis of star
tracker (star elevation and declination)
(7) Management, monitor and analysis of
trajectory element
(a) orbital parameters
(8) Management, monitor control and analysis
of targeting elements
(a) . target ephcraeris
(b) time of rendezvous
(9) Management, monitor, control and analysis
of composite data and prediction element
((a) target relative
(10) Management, monitor, command and analysis
of tiroe-to-go elements
(a) QMS engines start/stop
(b) attitude start/stop
(11) Monitor, control and analysis of derived
•i
data elements .
(a) relative range rate
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(b) LOS rates
(c) AV required
(d) A V to go
6.3.1.2.2.3 Systems Monitoring Functions
Monitor and control systems status
"(a) caution and warning
(b) communications
(c) electrical power
(d) environmental control and life support
(e) mechanical power
(f) propulsion systems
(g) payload
r -
6.3.1.2.3 Terminal Phase
6.3.1.2.3.1 Control Functions
(1) Monitor and control attitude
(2) Monitor and control attitude rates
(3) Monitor and control attitude command
(4) Monitor and control attitude errors
(5) Monitor and control AV (LV)
(6) Monitor and control AV (LOS)
(7) Monitor and control acceleration
(8) Monitor and control thrust level (OMS)
(9) Monitor autopilot modes
(a) attitude hold
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mode elements
rates
elements
6.3.1.2.3.2
acceleration
attitude
(10) Management and control of attitude manual
(a) rate condition attitude hold
(b) acceleration
(c) pulse
(11) Management, monitor and control of attitude
(a) high-low
(12) Monitor and control of control enable
(a) rotation hand controller
(b) translation hand controller
(c) rotation hand controller select
(d) translation hand controller select
(e) rotation controller system
(f) translation controller system
(g) FDI reference
(h) FDI select ;
Navigation & Guidance Functions
(1) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
(2) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
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(3) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
alignment "
(a) course alignment
(4) Monitor, snd analysis of horizontal
sensor (instrument local vertical)
(5) Monitor, control and analysis of S-band
ranging (range to target)
(6) Monitor, control and analysis of star
tracker (star elevation and declination)
(7) Management, monitor and analysis of
trajectory element
(a) orbital parameters
(8) Management, monitor, control and analysis
of targeting elements
(a) target ephemeris
(b) time of.rendezvous
(9) Management, monitor, control and analysis
of composite data and prediction element
(a) target relative
(10) Management, monitor, command and analysis
of tirae-to-go elements
(a) OMS engines start/stop
(b) attitude start/stop
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(11) Monitor, control and analysis of derived
data elements
(a) relative range rate
(b) LOS rates
(c) AV required
(d) AV to go
6.3.1.2.3.3 Systems Monitoring Functions
Monitor and control systems status
(a) caution and warning
(b) corasunications
(c) electrical power
(d) environmental control and life support
(e) mechanical power
(f) propulsion systems
(g) payload
6.3.1.2.4 Station-Keeping Phase
6.3.1.2.4.1 Control Functions
(1) Monitor and control attitude
(2) Monitor and control attitude rates
(3) Monitor and control attitude command
(4) Monitor and control attitude errors
(5) Monitor and control AV (LOS)
(6) Monitor and control acceleration
,'(7) Monitor and control thrust level (RCS)
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(8) Monitor autopilot modes
(a) attitude hold
(9) Management and control of attitude manual
mode elements
(a) rate condition attitude hold
(b) acceleration
(c) pulse
(10) Management, monitor and control of
attitude rates
(a) high-low
(11) Monitor and control of control enable
elements
(a) rotation hand controller
(b) translation hand controller
(c) rotation hand controller select
(d) translation hand controller select
(e) rotation controller system
- (f) translation controller system
(g) FDI reference
(h) FDI select
6.3.1.2.4.2 Navigation and Guidance Functions
(1) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
acceleration
(2) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
attitude
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(3) Monitor and command of IMU alignment
(a) course alignment
(4) Monitor and analysis of horizontal sensor
(instrument local vertical)
(5) Monitor, conusand and analysis of star
tracker (star elevation and declination)
(6) Management, monitor and analysis of
trajectory element
(a) orbital parameters
(7) Management, monitor, control and analysis
of composite data and prediction element
(a) target relative
(8) Management, monitor, command and analysis
of time-to-go element .
(a) RCS translation start/stop
(b) attitude start/stop
(9) Monitor, control and analysis of derived
data elements
(a) relative range rate
(b) relative attitude
6.3.1.2.4.3 Systems Monitoring Functions
Monitor and control systems status
(a) caution and warning
5 - . . . .
(b) cor^nunica'cions
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(c) electrical power
(d) environmental control and life support
(e) mechanical power
(f) propulsion systems
(g) payload
6.3.1.3 Mission Sequence; On Orbit
6.3.1.3.1 Hohmann Transfer Phase
6.3.1.3.1.1 Control Functions ,
(1) Monitor and control attitude
(2) Monitor and control attitude rates
(3) Monitor and control attitude command
(4) Monitor and control attitude errors
(5) Monitor and control A V (LV)
(6) Monitor and control acceleration
(7) Monitor and control thrust level (RCS)
(8) Monitor and control autopilot modes
(a) attitude hold
(9) Management and control of attitude manual
mode elements
(a) rate condition attitude hold
(b) acceleration
(c) pulse
(10) Management, monitor and control of attitude
rates
(a) high-low
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(11) Monitor and control of control enable
elements
(a) rotation hand controller
(b) translation hand controller
(c) rotation-hand controller select
(d) translation controller select
^
(e) rotation controller system
(f) translation controller system
(g) FDI reference
(h) FDI select
6.3.1.3.1.2 Navigation & Guidance Functions
.(1) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
acceleration
attitude
(2) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
(3) Monitor, and command IMU alignment
(a) course alignment
(4) Monitor and analysis of horizontal sensor
(instrument local vertical)
. —(5) Monitor, command and analysis of star
tracker (star elevation and declination)
(6) Management, monitor and analysis of
trajectory element
(.a) orbital parameters
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(7) Management, monitor, control and analysis
of targeting elements
(a) velocity magnitude
(b) radial velocity
(c) position coordinates
(8) Management, monitor, command and analysis
of time-to-go elements
(a) RMS engines start/stop
(b) attitude start/stop
(9) Monitor, control and analysis of derived
data elements ,
(a) AV required
(b) Ay to go
6.3.1.3.1.3 S_ys_t_fTOs Monitoring Functions
Monitor and control systems status
(a) caution and warning
(b) communications
(c) electrical power
(d) environmental control and life support
(e) mechanical power
(f)) propulsion systems
(g) payload
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6.3.1.3.2 Out-of-Plane Phase
6.3.1.3.2.1 Control Functions
• . - . . . . . . . .
(1) Monitor and control attitude
(2) Monitor and control attitude rates
(3) Monitor and control attitude command
(4) Monitor and control attitude errors
(5) Monitor and control A V (LV)
(6) Monitor and control acceleration
(7) Monitor and control thrust level (RCS)
(8) Monitor autopilot modes
(a) attitude hold
(9) Management and control of attitude manual
mode elements
(a) rate condition attitude hold
(b) acceleration
(c) pulse
(10) Management, monitor and control of attitude
rates
elements
(a) high-low
(11) Monitor-and control of control enable
(a) rotation hand controller
(b) translation hand controller
(c) rotation hand controller select
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(d) translation hand controller select
(e) rotation controller system
(f) translation controller system
(g) FDI reference
(h) FDI select
6.3.1.3.2.2 Navigation & Guidance Functions
i
(1) Monitor, control arid analysis of IMU
acceleration
(2) Monitori control and analysis of IMU
attitude
(3) Monitor and command of IMU alignment
(a) course alignment
(4) Monitor and analysis of horizontal sensor
(instrument local vertical)
(5) Monitor, command and analysis of star
tracker (star elevation;; and declination)
(6) Management, monitor and analysis of
trajectory element
(a) orbital parameters
(7) Management, monitor, control and analysis
of targeting elements
(a) velocity magnitude
(b) out-of-plane velocity
(c) position coordinates
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_.._ (8) Management, monitor, command and analysis
of time-to-go elements
(a) RCS engines start/stop
(b) attitude start/stop
(9) Monitor, control and analysis of derived
data elements
(a) AV required
(b) A V to go
6.3.1.3.2.3 Systems Monitoring Functions
Monitor and control systems status
(a) caution and warning
(b) communications
(c) electrical power
(d) environmental control and life support
(e) mechanical power
(f) propulsion systems
(g) payload
6.3.1.3.3 Corrective Combination Phase
'6.3.1.3.3.1 Control Functions
 r
(1) Monitor and control attitude
(2) Monitor and control attitude rates
(3) Monitor and control attitude command
(4) Monitor and control attitude errors
(5) Monitor and control A V (LV)
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mode elements
rates
elements
(6) Monitor and control acceleration
(7) Monitor and control thrust level (RCS)
(8) Monitor autopilot modes
((a) attitude hold
(9) Management and control of attitude manual
(a) rate condition attitude hold
(b) acceleration
(c) pulse
(10) Management, monitor and control of attitude
(a) high-low
(11) Monitor and control of control enable
(a) rotation hand controller
(b) translation hand controller
(c) rotation hand controller select
(d) translation hand controller select
(e) rotation controller system
(f) translation controller system
(g) FDI reference
(h) FDI select
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6.3.1.3.3.2 Navigation & Guidance Functions
(1) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
acceleration
(2) Monitor, control and analysis of IMLJ
attitude
(3) Monitor and command IMU" alignment
((a) course alignment
(4) Monitor and analysis of horizontal sensor
(instrument local vertical) -
(5) Monitor, command and analysis of star
tracker (star elevation and declination)
(6) Management, monitor, and analysis of tra-
jectory element
(a) orbital parameters
(7) Management, monitor, control and analysis
of targeting elements
(a) velocity magnitude
'••j
(b) radial velocity
(c) out-of-plane velocity
(d) position coordinates
(8) Management, monitor, command and analysis
of time-to-go elements
(a) RCS engines start/stop
(.b) attitude start/stop
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(9) Monitor, control and analysis of derived
data elements
(a) Ay required
(b) AV to go
6.3.1.3.3.3 Systems Monitoring and Functions
-Monitor and control systems status
(a) caution and warning
...0s) communications
(c) electrical power
(d) environmental control and life support
(e) mechanical power
(f) propulsion systems
(g) payload
6.3.1.4 Mission Sequence; Payload Handling
6.3.1.4.1 Docking Phase
6.3.1.4.1.1 Control Functions
(1) Monitor and control attitude
(2) Monitor and control attitude rates
' (3) Monitor and control attitude command
(4) Monitor and control attitude errors
(5) Monitor and control AV (LOS)
(6) Monitor and control acceleration
(7) Monitor autopilot modes
(a) attitude hold
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(8) Management, monitor and control attitude
rates . . . . . .
(a) high-low
(9) Management, monitor and control of control
enable elements
(a) rotation hand controller
(b) translation hand controller
(c) rotation hand controller select
(d) translation hand controller select
(e) rotation controller system
(f) translation controller system
(g) FDI reference
(h) FDI select
6.3.1.4.1.2 Navigation^ Guidance Functions
(1) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
acceleration
(2) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
attitude
(3) Monitor and analysis of horizontal sensor
(instrument local vertical)
(4) Management, monitor and analysis of
trajectory element
(a) orbital parameters
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(5) Management, monitor, control and analysis
of targeting element
(a) target ephemeris
(6) Management, monitor, control and analysis
of composite data and prediction element
"(a) target relative
(7) Management, monitor, command and analysis
of time-to-go element
(a) RCS translation start/stop
(8) Monitor, control and analysis of derived
data element
(a) relative attitude
6.3.1.4.1.3 S v stems Mo n it or in&
 rFu nc t ion s.
Monitor and control systems status
(a) caution and warning
(b) communications
• (c) electrical power
(d) environmental control and life support
• • • • - - (e) mechanical power
(f) propulsion systems
(g) payload
!
6.3.1.4.2 Undocking Phase
6.3.1.4.2.1 Control Functions .
(1) Monitor and control attitude
(2) Monitor and control attitude rates
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mode elements
rates
elements
(3) Monitor and control attitude command
(4) Monitor and control attitude errors
(5) Monitor and control AV (LOS)
(6) Monitor and control acceleration
(7) Monitor autopilot modes
(a) attitude hold
(8) Management and control of attitude manual
(a) rate condition attitude hold
(b) acceleration
(c) pulse
(9) Management, monitor and control attitude
(a) high-low
(10) Monitor snd control of control enable
(a) rotation hand controller
(b) translation hand controller
(c) rotation hand controller select
(d) translation hand controller select
(e) rotation controller system
(f) translation controller system
(g) FBI reference
(h) FDI select
CO
o>
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6.3.1.4.2.2 Navigation & Guidance Functions
(1) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
acceleration
(2) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
attitude
(3) Monitor, command and control of IMU
alignment
(a) prelaunch
(4) Monitor and analysis of horizontal sensor
(instrument local vertical)
(5) Management, monitor and analysis of
-trajectory element
(a) orbital parameters
(6) Management, monitor, control and analysis
of targeting element
(a) target ephemeris
(7) Management, monitor, control and analysis
•- of composite data and prediction element
(a) target relative
----.— - - - - - — (8) Mangement, monitor, command and analysis
of time-to-go element
(a) RCS translation start/stop
(9) Monitor, control and analysis of derived
data element
(a) relative attitude
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6.3.1.4.2.3 Systems Monitoring Functions
Monitor and control systems status
(a) caution and v/arning
(b) cominunications
(c) electrical power
(d) environmental control and life support
(e) mechanical power
(f) propulsion systems
(g) payload i
6.3.1.4.3 Station-Keeping Phase
6,3.1.4.3.1 Control Functions
(1) Monitor and control attitude
(2) Monitor and control attitude rates
(3) Monitor and control attitude command
(4) Monitor and control attitude errors
. (5) Monitor and control AV (LOS)
(6) Monitor and control acceleration
. - (7) Monitor and control autopilot modes
(a) attitude hold
- . (8) Monitor and control attitude manual mode
elements
(a) rate condition attitude hold
(b) acceleration
(c) pulse
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rates
elements
6.3.1.4.3.2
acceleration
attitude
(9) Management, monitor and control attitude
(a) high-low
(10) Monitor and control of control enable
(a) rotation hand controller
(b) translation hand controller
(c) rotation hand controller select
(d) translation hand controller select
(e) rotation controller system
(f) translation controller system
(g) FDI reference
(h) FDI select
Navigation .& Guidance Functions
(1) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
(2) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
(3) Monitor and command IMU alignment
(a) course alignment
(4) Monitor and analysis of horizontal sensor
(instrument local vertical)
(5) Monitor, command and analysis of star trackei
•j
(star elevation and declination)
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(6) Management, monitor and analysis of
trajectory element
(a) orbital parameters
(7) Management, monitor, control and analysis
of targeting element
(a) target ephemeris
(8) Management, monitor, control and analysis
of composite data and prediction element
(a) target relative
(9) Management, monitor, command and
analysis of time-to-go elements
(a) RCS translation start/stop
(b) attitude start/stop
6.3.1.4.3.3 Systems Monitoring Functions
Monitor and control systems status
(a) caution and warning
:
 (b) communications
_ (c) electrical power
(d) environmental control and life support
__. (e) mechanical power . . - . _ i ...._.„. .... .
• " ' • i ' • . '
(f) propulsion systems
(g) payload
00
COd
to
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6.3.1.4.4 Pavload Deploy/Retrieve Phase
6.3.1.4.4.1 Control Functions
(1) Monitor and control attitude
(2) Monitor and control attitude rates
(3) Monitor and control attitude command
(4) Monitor and control attitude errors
(5) Monitor and control AV (LOS)
(6) Monitor autopilot modes
" (a) attitude hold
(7) Management and control of attitude manual
mode elements
__. (a) rate condition attitude hold
(b) acceleration
(c) pulse
(8) Management, monitor and control attitude
rates -
fea^. ' - .. . _ - - . - -(a) high-low
-_ - _(9) Monitor and control of control enable
1 :
 • •_ ! i _ ._ _.__. __ , ; ;__
elements
—i ,-...; . (a) rotation hand controller
(b) translation hand controller
. - . - - . - (c) rotation hand controller select
(d) translation hand controller select
- . . . - . . ( e ) rotation controller system
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(£) translation controller system
(g) FBI reference
(h) FBI select
6.3.1.4.4.2 Navigation & Guidance Functions
(1) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
acceleration
(2) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
attitude
(3) Monitor and analysis of horizontal sensor
(indicator local vertical)
- - • - (4) Management, monitor and analysis of tra-
jectory element
(a) orbital parameters
(5) Management, monitor, control and analysis
of composite data and prediction element
(a) landing site relative
(6) Management, monitor, command and analysis
_._.. of time-to-go element ......
. (a) RCS translation start/stop
. (7) Monitor, control and analysis of derived
data elements
(a) relative range rate
(b) relative altitude
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6.3.1.4.4.3 Systems Monitor ing. ..Functions
Monitor and control systems status
• '
(a) caution and warning
(b) communications
(c) electrical power
tcf) environmental control and life support
(e) mechanical power
(f) propulsion systems
(g) payload
6.3.1.4.4.4 Payload Handling Functions
6.3.1.4.4.4.1 System Check-Out
22
pVIII-97- (1) Monitor and control slave arm hold downs
VIII-105
(2) Monitor and control cargo doors
(3) Monitor, activate and control support
subsystems (a
(a) lighting
(b) TV cameras
o
...... (c) communications
*
 ;
 L . _ _ • _ ' _ '
"~ (4) Monitor, activate and analyze electrical
power to manipulator joints
(5) Deploy slave shoulders to operational
location
(6) Deploy cargo bay TV cameras
(7) Monitor and activate TV controls
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(8) Monitor and control master arm hold dox^ns
(9) Activate power to No.lmaster and slave
(10) Select and activate No.l manipulator
arm ratio
(11) Monitor and control No. 1 master and
slave through operational range
(12) Deactivate No. 1 master and slave
. _ ' . - . (13) Activate power to No. 2 master and slave
(14) Select and activate No. 2 manipulator
arm ratio
(15) Monitor and control No. 2 master and slave
through operational range
(16) Conduct operational task using desired
master/slave
6.3.1.4.4.4.2 Shuttle-to-Space Docking and Module Transfer
(1) System check-out completed
(2) Monitor and command position of manipula-
tor arm ,
(3) Select and activate manipulator arm ratio
(4) Monitor and control final closure to slave
reach envelope
(5) Monitor and control manipulator arms to
grasp space station receptical
(6) Monitor, engage and Lock terminal device
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• • • • - (7) Monitor and command computer control AV
(8) Monitor translation and docking
(9) Disengage terminal device
(10) Monitor and control slave to cargo bay
(11) Monitor and control manipulator arm to
grasp and release module hold down
(12) Monitor and control TV camera alignment
(13) Monitor and control manipulator arm to
move module from hold down fixture and clear of cargo bay
(14) Monitor and command computer to position
module
(15) Monitor and control module insertion into
docking port
(16) Disengage and control position of
terminal device
(17) Monitor and control slave to stowed
position
— (18) Deactivate system
46 6.3.1.5 Mission Sequence; Return to Earth
p 31-32
6.3.1.5.1 Deorbit Phase
6.3.1.5.1.1 Control Functions
(1) Monitor and control attitude
(2) Monitor and control attitude rates
(3) Monitor and control attitude command
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mode elements
rates
elements
CDtn
to
(4) Monitor and control attitude errors
(5) Monitor and control A V (LV)
(6) Monitor and control acceleration
(7) Monitor and control thrust level (QMS)
(8) Monitor autopilot modes
(a) attitude hold
(9) Management and control of attitude manual
(a) rate condition attitude hold
(b) acceleration
(c) pulse
(10) Management, monitor and control attitude
(a) high,-low
(11) Monitor and control of control enable
(a) rotation hand controller
(b) rudder pedals
(c) speed brake i i t ' ,
(d) translation hand controller
(e) rotation hand controller select
(f) translation hand controller select
(g) rotation controller system
(h) translation controller system
(i) FDI reference
(j) FDI select
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6.3.1.5.1.2 Navigation & Guidance Functions
(1) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
acceleration
(2) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
attitude
(3) Monitor and command IMU alignment
• • - - - - ( a ) course alignment
(4) Monitor and analysis of horizontal sensor
(instrument local vertical) ,
(5) Monitor, command and analysis of star
tracker (star elevation and declination)
(6) Management, monitor and analysis of
trajectory element
(a) orbital parameters
(7) Management, monitor, control and analysis
of targeting elements
(a) time of landing
. (b) landing site location
1
 ' ' i • i
(8) Management, monitor, control and analysis
of composite data and prediction elements
(a) ground tracks
(b) landing footprint
(9) Management, monitor, command and analysis
of time-to-go elements
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(a) QMS engines start/stop
(b) attitude start/stop
(c) touch down
(10) Monitor, control and analysis of derived
data elements
(a) A"V required
(b) AV to go
(c) down range to go
(d) cross range to go
6.3.1.5.1.3 Systems Monitoring Functions
Monitor and control systems status
(a) caution and warning
(b) communications
(c) electrical power
(d) environmental control and life support
(e) mechanical power
(f) propulsion systems
(g) pay load
6.3.1.5.2 Pre-Entrv Phase
6.3.1.5.2.1 Control Functions
(1) Monitor and control attitude
(2) Monitor and control attitude rates
(3) Monitor and control attitude command
(4) Monitor and control attitude errors
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elements
mode elements
rates
(5) Monitor and control acceleration
(6) Monitor and control angular displacement
(a) angle of attack
(b) bank angle
(7) Monitor and control angular "rates
(a) attack rate
(8) Monitor autopilot modes
(a) attitude hold
(9) Management and control of attitude manual
(a) rate condition attitude hold
(b) acceleration
(c) pulse
{10) Management, monitor and control attitude
(a) high-low
(11) Monitor and control of control enable
elements
(a) rotation hand controller
(b) rudder pedals
(c) speed brake
(d) translation hand controller
(e) rotation hand controller select
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(f) translation hand controller select
(g) rotation controller system
(h) translation controller system
(i) FBI reference
(j) FDI select
6..3.1.5-..2..2 .Navigation & Guidance Functions
(1) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
acceleration
(2) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
attitude
(3) Monitor and command of IMU alignment
(a) course alignment
(4) Monitor and analysis of horizontal sensor
(instrument local vertical)
(5) Monitor, command and analysis of star
tracker (star elevation and declination)
(6) Management, monitor and analysis of
trajectory element
(a) orbital parameters
 :
(7) Management, monitor, control and analysis oi
composite data and prediction element
(a) landing footprint
(8) Management, monitor, command and analysis
of time-to-go elements
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attitude start/stop
(b) touch down
(9) Monitor, control and analysis of derived
data elements
(a) down range to go
(b) cross range to go
6.3.1.5.2.3 Systems Monitoring Functions
Monitor and control systems status
(a) caution and warning — • -
(b) communications
(c) electrical power -
(d) environmental control and life support
(e) mechanical power
(f) propulsion systems
(g) payload
6.3.1.5.3 Entry Phase
6.3.1.5.3.1 Control Functions
(1) Monitor and control attitude
(2) Monitor and control attitude rates
L (3) Monitor.and control attitude command
, (4) Monitor and control attitude errors
(5) Monitor and control acceleration
. (6) Monitor and control angular deplacement
. (a) angle of attack
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(b) bank angle
-... (7) Management, monitor and control angular rat^s
(a) attack rate
. . .. (8) Monitor autopilot modes
(a) bank control
- (b) attack control
(9) Management and control of attitude manual
mode element — - - - - -
(a) rate condition attitude hold
(10) Monitor and control of control enable
elements
(a) rotation hand controller
(b) translation hand controller
(c) rotation hand controller select
(d) translation hand controller select
(e) rotation controller system
(f) translation controller system
-;•--•;—-:-- (g) FDI reference
| • : I i | i :
(h) FDI select
4—6.3.T.5.3.2 Navigation & Guidance Functions ;
(1) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
acceleration
(2) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
attitude
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(3) Monitor, control and analysis of
temperature sensors
(a) body temperature
(4) Management, monitor and analysis of
trajectory elements
(a) altitude
(b) velocity
(c) heading
(d) latitude and longitude
(e) flight path angle
(5) Management, monitor, control and analysis
of targeting elements
(a) target ephemeris
(b) high key location
(6) Management, monitor, control and analysis of
composite data and prediction elements
(a) altitude-velocity
(b) landing footprint
(7) Management, monitor, command and control
t- ....
of tirae-to-go elements :
n ' -
(a) touchdown
(8) Monitor, control and analysis of derived
data elements
(a) altitude rate
(b) angle of attack
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(c) angle of attack rate
(d) angle of bank
(e) total heating
(f) down range to go
(g) cross range to go
(h) dynamic pressure
6.3.1.5.3.3 Systems Monitoring Functions
Monitor and control systems status
(a) caution and warning
(b) communications
(c) electrical power
(d) environmental control and life support
(e) mechanical power
(f) propulsion systems
(g) payload
6.3.1.5.4 Energy Control Phase
6.3.1.5.4.1 C on t r o 1 Func t ions
--;..-.-._ ~.... _.-. (1) Monitor and control attitude
(2) Monitor and control attitude rates
(3) Monitor and control attitude command
(4) Monitor and control attitude errors
(5) Monitor and control acceleration
(6) Monitor and control angular displacement
(a) angle of attack
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- - (b) bank angle
(7) Management, monitor and control angular
rates -
(a) attack rate
(8) Monitor autopilot modes
(a) bank control
-------- (b) attack control
(9) Monitor and control aero surface position
(indicator) " ,
(10) Monitor and control of control enable
elements
(a) rotation hand controller
(b) rudder pedals
(c) speed brake . .. .
(d) FDI reference ...
(e) FDI select
6.3.1.5/2T.2 Navigation & Guidance Functions
(1) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
acceleration
._.. - (2) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
attitude
(3) Monitor, control and analysis of DME
(distance to station)
(4) Monitor, control and analysis of VOR
(bearing to station) - '
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(5) Monitor, control and analysis of baro.
altimeter (altitude)
*
(6) Monitor, control and analysis of speed
and vertical speed
(a) IAS and mach-no*
•(b) rate of descent
(7) Monitor,control and analysis of temperature
sensors
; (a) total temperature
(8) Management, monitor and analysis of
trajectory elements
(a) altitude
(b) velocity
(c) heading
(d) latitude and longitude
(e) flight path angle .... :
(9) Management, monitor, control and analysis
of targeting elements - ' -
(a) target ephemeris
- - (b) low key location
(10) Management, monitor, control, and analysis
of composite data and prediction elements
(a) landing site relative
(b) energy range . * . .
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— (11) Management, monitor, command and analysis
of time-to-go element
(a) touchdown
(12) Management, control and analysis of derived
data elements -
(a) altitude -rate
• •- • • (b) angle of attack
(c) angle of attack rate
••- (d) angle of bank
(e) down range to go
(f) cross range to go
(g) percent L/D
(h) total energy
(i) true airspeed
(j) ground speed
(k) dynamic pressure .. ..
6.3.1.5.4.3 Systems Monitoring Functions
.... .'.... Monitor and control systems status
(a) caution and warning
_.... (b) communications '
(c) electrical power
. (d) environmental control and life support
(e) mechanical power
(f) propulsion systems :
(g) payload
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6.3.1.5.5 Final Approach Phase
6.3.1.5.5.1 Control Functions
(1) Monitor and control attitude
(2) Monitor and control attitude rates
(3) Monitor and control attitude command
(4) Monitor and control attitude errors
(5) Monitor and control acceleration
(6) Monitor and control angular displacement
(a) angle of attack
(b) bank angle
(7) Monitor and control angular rates
_ (a) attack rate
(8) Monitor autopilot modes
(a) bank control
(b.) attack control
(c) attitude hold
(d) VOR, GS, LOG hold
(e) heading hold ' . . _ . '
(f) auto land
- (9) Management and control of attitude manual
, t
mode elements
(a) bank condition
(b) flight path angle condition
(c) rate condition
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(10) Monitor and control of aero surface
position (indicator)
. (11) Monitor and control of control enable
elements
(a) rotation hand controller
.(b) rudder pedals
(c) speed brake
(d) ABES throttles
(e) FBI reference —
(f) FDI select
6.3.1.5.5.2 Navigation & Guidance Functions
(1) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
acceleration
(2) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
attitude
(3) Monitor, control and analysis of DME
(distance to station)
(4) Monitor, control and analysis of speed and
vertical speed
(a) IAS and roach no.
* '
(b) rate of descent
(6) Monitor, control and analysis of temperature
sensors
(a) total temperature
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— (7) Management, monitor and analysis of
trajectory elements
(a) altitude
(b) velocity
(c) heading
(d) latitude and longitude
(e) flight path angle
(8) Management, monitor, control and analysis
of targeting elements
(a) target ephemeris _ ... .... .
(b) low key location
(9) Management, monitor, control and analysis
of composite data and prediction elements
(a) landing site relative . . . . . . . .
(b) energy range
. (c) altitude range
(d) azimuth range
. . : (10) Management, monitor, command and analysis
of time-to-go element
_._ - - (a) touchdown
i ,V ' . , • : ; 1
(11) Monitor, control and analysis of derived
data elements
(a) altitude rate
(b) angle of attack
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(c) angle of attack rate
(d) angle of bank
(e) percent L/D
(f) total energy
(g) true airspeed
(K) ground speed •. .
(i) dynamic pressure
6.3.1.5.5.3 Systems Monitoring Functions . ....
Monitor and control systems status
(a) caution and warning
(b) communications
(c) electrical power
(d) environmental control and life support
(e) mechanical power
(f) propulsion systems
(g) payload
6.3.1.5.6 Roll-Out Phase
6.3.1.5.6.1 Control Functions
(1) Control of attitude manual mode element
- - . - . - (a) nose wheel steering
. t
(2) Monitor and control of aero surface
position (indicator)
(3) Monitor and control of control enable
elements
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(a) rotation hand controller
(b) rudder pedals
(c) speed brake
(d) ABES throttles
(4) Monitor and control chute deployment
6.3.1/5.6.2 Navigation & Guidance Functions
(1) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
attitude
(2) Monitor, control and analysis of precision
DME (distance to touchdown)
(3) Monitor, control and analysis of baro.
altimeter (altitude)
(4) Monitor, control and analysis of
temperature sensors
(a) total temperature
(5) Monitor, control and analysis of radar
altimeter' (precision altitude)
(6) Management, monitor and analysis of
trajectory elements - _ . . - -
— (a) velocity
(b) heading
6.3.1.5.6.3 System Monitoring Functions
Monitor and control system status
(a) caution and warning
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(b) communications — -
(c) electrical power
(d) mechanical power
(e) propulsion system
(f) payload
6.3.1.6 Mission Sequence; Ferry
6.3.1.6.1 Preflight Phase
6.3.1.6.1.1 Control Functions
(1) Monitor and control attitude
(2) Monitor autopilot modes
(a) bank control
(b) attack control
(c) attitude hold
(d) VOR, GS, LOG hold
(e) heading hold
(f) area navigation
*=*.
(g) auto land
; „_ (3) Management and control of attitude manual
mode elements
— (a) bank condition
(b) flight path angle condition
(c) nose wheel steering
(d) rate condition
- - (4) Monitor and control gyro aero surface
position (indicator) . •
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6.3.1.6.1.2
attitude
alignment
(5) Control of control enable elements
(a) rotation hand controller
(b) rudder pedals
(c) speed brake
x(d) ABES throttles
(e) FDI reference
(f) FDI select
Navigation:& Guidance Functions
(1) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
(2) Monitor, .command and control of IMU
(a) prelaunch
(3) Monitor, command and control of baro.
altimeter
(A) Management, monitor, control and analysis
of targeting elements
-~: — (a) position coordinates --~
(b) time of landing
(c) landing site location- -
6.3.1.6.1.3 S vstera..Konitor.inp;.. Functions
Monitor and control system status
(a) caution and warning
(b) communications " ;
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(c) electrical power
(d) environmental control and life support
(e) mechanical power
(f) propulsion system
6.3.1.6.2 Take-Off Phase
6 .3 .1 ."6 .2.1 Control Functions
(1) Monitor and control attitude
(2) Monitor and control attitude rates
(3) Monitor and control attitude command
(4) Monitor and control attitude errors
(5) Monitor and control acceleration
(6) Monitor and control thrust level
:
 (7) Monitor and control angular displacement
.. .'. _. (a) angle of attack
(8) Monitor and control angular rates
— - (a) attack rate -
(9) Management and control of attitude manual
mode elements - . . . . . . . . _
(a) bank condition
(b) flight path angle condition
(c) nose wheel steering
(d) rate condition
(10) Monitor and control aero surface
position (indicator)
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-(11) Monitor and control of control enable
elements
(a) rotation hand controller
(b) radder pedals
(c) speed brake
(d) ABES throttles
. (e) FDI reference
(f) FDI select
6.3.1.6.2.2 Navigation & Guidance Functions
(1) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
acceleration
',. . (2) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
attitude
. .. (3) Monitor, control and analysis of baro.
altimeter
(4) Monitor, control and analysis of temperature
sensors
~ (a) total temperature
1
 s ;
(5) Management, monitor and analysis of
trajectory elements _,...-. ._...._ . .....
(a) altitude
(b) velocity
(c) heading
(d) flight path angle
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•— -— (6) Management, monitor, control and analysis
of targeting element
(a) position coordinates
(7) Management, monitor, command and analysis
of time-to-go element - . ..
(a) touchdown
(8) Monitor, control and analysis of derived
data elements
(a) altitude rate
(b) angle of attack
(c) angle of bank
(d) percent L/D
(e) true airspeed
(f) dynamic pressure
6.3.1.6.2.3 System Monitoring Functions
Monitor and control systems status
(a) caution and warning
... - (b) communications
(c) electrical power ~
.... (d) environmental control and life support
(e) mechanical power
(f) propulsion system
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6.3.1.6.3 Cruise Phase
6.3.1.6.3.1 Control Functions
(1) Monitor and control attitude
(2) Monitor and control attitude rates
(3) Monitor and control attitude command
(4) Monitor and control attitude errors
(5) Monitor and control acceleration
(6) Monitor and control thrust level
(7) Monitor and control angular displacement
(a) angle of attack
(8) Monitor and control angular rates
(9) Management and monitor autopilot modes
(a) attitude hold
. ' . . . . (b) VOR, GS, LOG hold
(c) heading hold
(d) area navigation .
(10) Management and control of attitude manual
mode elements -
(a) bank condition
- ... -_.. - (b) flight path angle condition
(c) rate condition
(11) Monitor and control aero surface
position (indicator)
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(12) Monitor and control of control enable
elements
(a) rotation hand controller
(b) rudder pedals
- (c) speed brake
(d) ABES throttles
-• - • • - (e) FDI reference
(f) FDI select
6.3.1.6.3.2 Navigation and Guidance Functions
(1) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
acceleration
(2) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
attitude
(3) Monitor, control and analysis of DME
(distance to station)
(4) Monitor, control and analysis of VOR
(bearing^to station)
(5) Monitor, control and analysis of baro
altimeter " " " 7 " '~ •-—-:- p
(6) Monitor, control and analysis of
temperature sensor element
(a) total temperature
(7) Management, monitor and analysis of
trajectory elements ,
(a) altitude
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(b) velocity
(c) heading
(d) latitude and longitude
(e) flight path angle
- • - • • (8) Management, monitor, control and analysis
of targeting elements
(a) position coordinates
(b) time of landing
(c) landing site location
(9) Management, monitor, command and analysis
of composite data and prediction element
(a) ground tracks
(10) Monitor, control and analysis of time-
to-go element
(a) touchdown
...... (11) Monitor, control and analysis of derived
data elements
—(a) altitude rate _
(b) angle of attack
.._- :..... (c) angle of attack rate .
(d) angle of bank
. . ... (e) percent L/D
(f) true airspeed
(g) ground speed
(h) dynamic pressure
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6.3.1.6.3.3 System Monitoring Functions
Monitor and control systems status
(a) caution and warning
(b) communications _
(c) electrical power
• (d) environmental control and life support
(e) mechanical power
(f) propulsion system _. -.._. ... -
6.3.1.6.4 Inflight Refueling Phase
6.3.1.6.4.1 Control Functions
(1) Monitor and control attitude
--. (2) Monitor and control attitude rates
(3) Monitor and control attitude command
(4> Monitor and control attitude errors
(5) Monitor and control acceleration
— (6) Monitor and control thrust level
(7) Monitor and control angular displacement
———L.— ; (a) -angie of attach ^---—f ; •
(8) Monitor and control angular rates
(9) Management and monitor autopilot modes
(a) attitude hold
••— -- (b) VOR, GS, LOG hold
(c) heading hold
(d) area navigation
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(10) Management and control attitude manual
mode elements
(a) bank condition
(b) flight path angle condition
(c) rate condition
(11) Monitor and control aero surface
position (indicator)
(12) Monitor and control of control enable
elements -
(a) rotation hand controller
(b) rudder pedals
.., (c) speed brake
(d) ABES throttles
(e) FDI reference
(f) FDI select
6.3.1.6.4.2 Navigation and Guidance Functions
(1) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
acceleration
(2) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
attitude . ._ _.. . _-- -
i . i
(3) Monitor, control and analysis of DME
(distance to tanker)
(4) Monitor, control and analysis of VOR
(bearing to tanker)
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(5) Monitor, control and analysts of baro.
altimeter -
(6) Monitor, control and analysis of
temperature sensor element
(a) total temperature
(7) Management, monitor and analysis of
trajectory elements
(a) altitude
(b) velocity
(c) heading , . ... . ._.
(d) latitude and longitude
(e) flight path angle
(8) Management, monitor, control and analysis
of targeting elements
(a) position coordinates
(b) time of rendezvous
(c) rendezvous location
(9) Management, monitor, control and analysis
of composite data and prediction elements
- . —- (a) ground track -
(10) Monitor, control and analysis of derived
data elements
(a) altitude rate
(b) angle of attack
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(c) angle of attack rate
(d) angle of bank
(e) percent L/D
(f) true airspeed
(g) ground speed
(h) dynamic pressure
6.3.1.6.4.3 Systems Monitoring Functions
Monitor and control systems status
(a) caution and warning
(b) communications
(c) electrical power
(d) environmental control and life support
(e) mechanical power
(f) propulsion system
6.3.1.6.5 Descent and Landing Phase
6.3.1.6.5.1 Control Functions ..
(1) Monitor and control attitude
(2) Monitor and control attitude rate
^ Monitor and control attitude command
. - - . - • - (4) Monitor and control attitude errors
(5) Monitor and control acceleration
(6) Monitor and control thrust level
(7) Monitor and control angular displacement
;-
(a) angle of attack
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rates
"~ (8) Management, monitor and control angular
(a) attack rate
(9) Management and monitor autopilot modes
(a) bank control
(b) attack control
(c) attitude hold
(d) VOR, GS, LOG hold
(e) heading hold
(f) auto land
(10) Management, monitor and control attitude
manual mode
<
CO
CO
o
(a) bank condition
(b) flight path angle control
(c) nose wheel steering
(d) rate condition
(11) Management, monitor and control aero
surface position (indicator)
(12) Monitor and control of control enable
elements • . ' ~
(a) rotation hand controller
(b) rudder pedals
(c) speed brake
(d) ABES throttles
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(e) FDI reference
(f) FDI select
(13) Monitor and control chute deployment
6.3.1.6.5.2 .Navtriathlon &...Guldan.ce__Functil_qins-,
(1) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
acceleration
(2) Monitor, control and analysis of IMU
attitude
(3) Monitor, control and analysis of DME
(distance to station)
(4) Monitor, control and analysis of precision
DME (distance to touchdown)
(5) Monitor, control and analysis of baro.
altimeter
(6) Monitor, control and analysis of
temperature sensor element .
(a) total temperature
. . ..-..•- (7) Monitor, control and analysis of radar
! ' i • , :
altimeter (precision altitude)
(8) Management, monitor and analysis of
trajectory elements
(a) altitude
(b) velocity
(c) heading
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—(9) Management, monitor, control and analysis
of targeting elements
(a) position coordinates
(b) low key location
- (10) Management, monitor, control and analysis
of composite data and prediction elements
~ " - ; (a) energy range
_ (b) altitude range
(c) azimuth range
(11) Management, monitor, command and analysis
of time-to-go element
(a) touchdown .._ ._.... _ „ . .
(12) Monitor, control and analysis of derived
.data elements ... , -
(a) altitude r a t e 7
(b) angle of attack -
(c) angle of attack rate
;. (d) angle of bank
 r
—-; .—.-..-r. ^ percent L/D
_~. : i—i—.—-.——-.(£) —total energy ..—T- .—r
(g) true airspeed
(h) ground speed -
(i) dynamic pressure
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166
p 3-159
6.3.1.6.5.3 Systems Monitoring Functions
Monitor and control systems status
(a) caution and warning
(b) communications
(c) electrical power
-(d) environmental control and life support
- - - - - - ( e ) mechanical power
(f) propulsion system
6.3.2 Mission Specialist
 ;
Limited reference data were available which would
define the task responsibilities of the Mission Specialist as
a member of the Shuttle crew. Determination of the tasks per-
formed by the Mission Specialist are based on data contained
in a concise job description (Reference 181) and a telephone
interview (Reference No. 255).
. The Mission Specialist Station is located in the aft
section of the upper crew deck. He is provided with a panel
which will permit the necessary interfacing between the payloac
"and the brbiter on-board systems.~ The panel also contains
the necessary controls for providing pay load data to ground
control. A computer monitor is provided at the station for
determining the status of the pay load., Depending upon the
payload being carried, provisions are made on the mission
specialist panel for installation of psyload unique panels.
<o
a>
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The following is a list of responsibilities assigned
P. 3
to the Mission Specialist:
(1) Provide the necessary interface between the
payload and orbiter operations.
(2) Provide the necessary communications configuration
-to 'transmit data -from the Pay load/Pay load Specialist to
ground control
(3) Perform EVA and IVA
(4) Provide back-up to the Commander/Pilot for
operation of the RMS
(5) Perform experimental operations
(6) Perform malfunction correction
6.3.2.1 Pavload Interface
- The tasks associated with payload interface will
require the Mission Specialist to monitor and control the out-
put of the various orbiter systems to provide the environment
required *x>f the payload during the various phases of the
mission. Based on the payload, the Mission Specialist will
be allocated a given amount of consumables (e.g., power).
He will be required to manage the use of the consumables to
ensure that the status of the payload conforms to mission
objectives. The Mission Specialist would be required to
perform the duties associated with payload interface during
the follov/ing phases of the mission:
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(1) Ascent
(2) Rendezvous
(3) Orbit
(4) Payload Operations
" " ' (5) Return
(6) Abort
6.3.2.2 Pavload Communications
The Mission Specialist will be required to perform
tasks which will permit the transfer of payload data from the
orbiter to ground control. In performing these tasks, the
Mission Specialist will be required to select, control and
monitor the appropriate communication configuration which will
permit the transmission of data elements from the payload or
Payload Specialist to the ground for monitoring, or to
receive instructions concerning payload status. These duties
would be performed during the following mission phases:
*""(1) Ascent
(2) Rendezvous :
(3) Orbit
(4) Payload operations -. _ . . .
(5) Return
6.3.2.3 EVA/IVA
221 Primary responsibility for all EVA and IVA are
p.5-34
vested in the Mission Specialist. Several Space Station
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subsystems have unscheduled maintenance requirements that will
require EVA operational support for their accomplishment. The
subsystems requiring EVA support for unscheduled maintenance
are as follows:
ISS Replace parabolic antenna
drive assembly
Replace antenna power amplifier
RCS Replace cyro tanks
Structure Repair or replace meteoroid
shielding
ECLSS Replace radiator section
:.. . .Items requiring IVA support are as follows:
Fire Post-fire repair
Explosion Post-explosion maintenance
Depressurization Structural repair
- The Mission Specialist would be required to perform
duties pertaining to EVA and IVA during the orbit and payload
operation phases of the mission. ._,—.,
 r- —-
:
 ! ' ' : ;
6.3.2.4 RMS Operation
255
p.3 ...-....- The Mission Specialist is designated as back-up to
the Commander/Pilot for operation of the RMS. In order to
accomplish these tasks, he must be proficient in the operation
of the RMS. The tasks associated with RMS operation are out-
lined under Commander/Pilot Task Requirements (Reference
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para. 6.3.1.4.4.4). The Mission Specialist would be performing
these tasks during the payload operation phase of the mission.
•
6.3.2.5 Experiment Operations
On some missions, the Mission Specialist will be
required to perform experiment operations. It is anticipated
tha't The "Mission "Specialist will "be assigned these tasks on
those missions where a Payload Specialist is not a member of
the crew, or to assist the Payload Specialist in performing
an experiment. The tasks required of the Mission Specialist
when performing this role would be dependent upon the type
of equipment being carried in the cargo bay and the associated
mission objectives. Duties associated with experiment
operations would be performed during the orbit and payload
operation phases of the mission.
6.3.2.6 Malfunction Correction
166 Systems management provisions include on-board
P 3-115
functions required to determine vehicle status, configuration,
performance and operational readiness. These provisions in-
~" elude caution and warning, performance monitoring and inflight
-.data recording for ground analysis. Although some systems
contain provisions for automatic switching of redundant
elements or for automatically safing failed elements, most
redundancy management is accomplished manually based on data
made available to the crew through the performance monitoring
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system and dedicated cockpit displays. While the caution
and warning system annunciates conditions requiring immediate
attention (gross failures), the performance and monitoring
system detects less urgent off-nominal conditions. The
performance monitoring system also monitors lower criticality
data, particularly in nonavionic subsystems where an out-of°
tolerance condition does not necessarily indicate a failure,
only a need for adjustment. The Mission Specialist, at the
direction of the Commander, is required to perform the
necessary fault correction. He may be directed to perform
these duties during all phases of the mission.
6.3.3 Payload Specialist
181 The Payload Specialist is required to h?ve a detailed
P.I
knowledge of the equipment being carried in the cargo bay.
This includes:
(1) Payload instruments
(2) Operation of the equipment
(3) Requirements and objectives to be accomplished
': ~ ( 4 ) Operation of on-board support equipment associated
with the cargo
The background and experience of the Payload Specialist
in turn, must be specific in nature, e.g., Astronomer,
Chemist, Electrical Engineer, and is oriented toward the
nature of the payload being carried on a specific mission.
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While the Payload Specialist can be considered a crew
position title, the associated duties encompasses a multitude
of disciplines. As a result, one mission may require a Payload
Specialist who is a Geologist; another, a Payload Specialist
who is an expert in meteorology. The tasks required of this
crew position would be dependent upon the type of equipment
being carried in the cargo bey on a given mission. Similarly,
the number of Payload Specialists assigned to a mission could
vary from none to more than one again depending upon the cargo
Because of the diversity of skills required of the
Payload Specialist, the crew position is unique since it would
require a crew member who is trained for a specific type
mission. In addition, the specialty would include members from
disciplines required to accomplish the objectives of the
Space Shuttle Program. Payload Specialist training would
tend to be by discipline. Only general training- e.g., space
shuttle overview, shuttle habitability, environmental acclima-
tion - could be taught collectively. Specific tasks require-
ments for this crew position cannot be determined until more
rdetailed data are available ,on the types of missions which
will be flown in the Space Shuttle Program.
6.4 Work Station Intra-Relationship
181 Coordination of actions within a crew is of prime
P 1
importance to ensure the optimum degree of mission success and
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safety during all phases of operation. This coordination
is not necessarily limited to actions alone. Complete
familiarity with one's crew position, the responsibilities
thereof, and a working knowledge of the other crew members'
duties contributes immeasurably tox^ard crew coordination. Each
crew member must be constantly on the alert for any deviation
or discrepancy which may affect the successful accomplishment
of the mission, and notify the responsible crew member.
Liaison between individuals concerned must be established
prior to initiating any action or procedure which will alter
the vehicle configuration or require correlation of activities
between crew members.
Since the shuttle vehicle design is based upon a two-
pilot flight crew, operating procedures are to be shared by the
Commander and Pilot similar to conventional two-pilot aircraft.
Sharing of these tasks would require a high degree of coordi-
nation between these two crew members. Unlike conventional
aircraft, where the proficiency level of the second Pilot is
usually not as high as the Commander, in shuttle vehicle
operation both Pilots would be equally proficient.
In addition to ithose tasks required for vehicle operatior
the Commander/Pilot operates the RMS during payload handling
operations. In this phase of the mission, coordination is
required among the Pilot, RMS Operator, and Mission Specialist
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The Pilot would be responsible for keeping the vehicle within
a station-keeping envelope so that the RMS Operator could per-
form the required task. In order to keep the vehicle within
the station-keeping envelope, the Pilot would require informa-
tion on the relative position of the target and manipulator
_ .:. arm(s) . The Mission Specialist would be required to prepare
the payload for independent functioning prior to deployment
or to place the payload into an appropriate environment
on retrieval.
166 The Mission Specialist is responsible for the interface^
p.3-158
between the payload and orbiter operations. Payload caution
and warning data are the only information provided at the
Commander/Pilot Station. As a result, the Mission Specialist
would be required to keep the Commander appraised of the pay-
load status. Where orbiter systems are required to support
the payload, the Mission Specialist would coordinate the
required action with the Commander. Based upon the assumption
- ' - - • that the Mission Specialist would also perform duties comparab!
to a flight engineer on conventional-type aircraft, the
- Mission Specialist would coordinate systems operations with
the Commander. In the event of a system malfunction, he,
together with the Commander, would analyze the problems and
take the required action.
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166 The Payload Specialist is required to have a detailed
p.3-156 -
knowledge of the equipment being carried in the cargo bay. To
assist in the evaluation of the payload equipment status,
payload unique panels are installed at this station. These
panels present the only source of intelligence on the status
of the payload. "The PayTdad 'Specialist would provide inputs
to the Connwnder on equipment status and advise him of required
action. Since the Mission Specialist is responsible for the
interface between the payload and orbiter subsystems, close
coordination would be required between the Payload and
Mission Specialists. These two, in turn, would coordinate
their actions with the Commander.
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7.0 Crew Station
7.1 . Physical Environment —
The physical environment of the Simulator Crew Station must
faithfully simulate that of the actual vehicle in all respects percep-
tible to the crew members during the performance of their duties. This
includes, among other things, size, lighting, color, texture, controls,
placards, temperature and mobility provisions.
— Ideally, utilization of actual vehicle equipment would satisfy
this requirement completely but this would be prohibitive for several
reasons:
a) Availability and cost
b") Structurally not necessarily adaptable to simulator
requirements, i.e', ..... .. ;
; 1) Attachment to motion base
2) No provision for support of Visual System
3) Actual structure not able to be sectionalized for
Part Task Training Modules. . '- :
.":" c) Exterior not compatible with exterior requirements for
• • : ; ' i ]
simulator (i.e., exceeds dimensions necessary for simulation) '..
! ;
 d) Airborne equipment not necessarily compatible with
synthetically activated equipment.
e) Some airborne equipment not adequate for repetitive failures j
Thus a study is necessary to evaluate and identify those actual
components which could economically be utilized, and define those
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which must be completely simulated and those which could be simulated
in appearance only.
•
No crew functions are performed on the lower deck other than
those associated with life support and as such simulation of it will
not be required except for a separate part task mock-up. Motion con-
siderations also preclude incorporation of the lower deck into the
active SMS crew station configuration.
The Shuttle Crew Station on the upper deck at the time of this
report is in a state of flux. The best concept available is documented
by reference 135. A horizontal and vertical cross-section of the cabin
is shown in Figures 7-1 and 7-2 respectively. :
7.1.1 Work Station Consoles
7.1.1.1 Requirements
The configuration of all Work Station Consoles must duplicate
the actual equipment as perceptible to the crew. Actual construction
techniques and portions not visible to the crew may depart from actual
Vehicle construction. .......
The Orbiter is currently configured to have five Work Stations
•-—••>- ---J:;v:.i--i—i... i : ! !' ' ' i ' ; ! ' • j i ' ' "™j" i 'l '• "'namely,. ~ -. .... - ~-- -....'-. -_4
1. Commanders Flight Station
'' ""' ~"
;
 "
 V : :
 • """ ' ' "' " I'"™ ." " '•":""" :"" i 1
2. Pilot's Flight Station
3. Orbit Station (formerly the Payload Handling Station)
4. Mission Monitoring Station "
5. Payload Monitoring Station
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The shape and location of these stations are denoted in Figure
7-1. A sixth station for photographic purposes may exist but sufficient
data is not available presently to define whether this exists or not.
7.1.1.2 Rationale
The synthesized equipment may require more space or different
a^ccess £han actual equipment. .The actual Vehicle consoles may be an
integral part of the Vehicle structure whereas ease of fabrication,
maintenance and assembly may justify an alternate approach for the simu-
lator components.
7.1.1.3 Assumptions ;
Not applicable.
7.1.1.4 Data Reference
135 - Preliminary Control and Display Panel Sketch
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7.1.2 Controls and Displays
7-1.2.1 Requirements
All controls must reflect the physical appearance and dynamic
characteristics of the actual Vehicle controls, including traveljforce,
i
hysterisis, damping and response for normal and failed modes of operatiojn.
,,SimiJ,arly, <the.J3a-sf>bays 'irai'St -reflect "the same detail,brightness and scope
of that in the actual vehicle. _
The current configuration of panels for each work station is
shown in Table 7-1. Reproducible drawings of these panels are not
currently available but they are contained in reference 135.
7.1.2.2 Rationale
All features must individually and collectively reproduce the
real-world environment of the actual Vehicle to produce the psychological
effect of realism during the training program and develop proficiency
in the actuation of controls.
7.1.2.3 Assumptions
None.
7.1.2.4 Data Reference
— ,"—. Document #135
DATE 10/20/72 THE S 1 N G E R COMPANY
 PAGE N0 . 7 _ « -7
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Table 7.1
•
Item
No.
LI
L2
L3
*LV4
L5
L6
L7
L8
L9
L10
Lll
L12
L13
L14
L15
L16
L17
L18
L19
L20
L21
L22
L23
L24
L25
L26
L27
L28
L29
L30
L31
L32
L33
L34
.. . . .. -• . • Station
Mission
Item Name Flight Monitor Orbit
Left Console-AFT Panel X
Left Console-FWD Panel X
Main Instrum. Panel X
'Glare 'Shield Panel X
Of~ v* \3fif\C} *» <• *^1 — T**T*m I^artO 1 - » - -- • Y -- - ~ " •U C IT Ire u 6 S C 3 1 r Wl/ r 3 ne 1 * A
CTR Pedestal-AFT Panel X .
Right Console-FWD Panel X
Right Console-AFT Panel X
Hand Controller-Rot . (2) X
.Hand Controller-Transl . (2) X
Parking Brake Control X
O'HD Panel-FWD X
O'HD Panel-AFT-L.H. X
O'HD Panel-AFT-CTR . . .. X . ...
O'HD Panel -AFT-R.H. X
O'HD Panel-Wing-L.H. X
" O ' H D Pane 1-W ing -R.H. X r
Circ.Brkr Pane 1-L.H. Upper X
Cir " Pane 1-L.H .Lower X
Communications Panel X
Performance Monitor, Panel . X
Circ.Brkr Panel-R.H. Upper X
Temp.Ctl Panel X
Fire Detector Panel X
Circ.Brkr Panel-R.H. Lower X
Payload Environ. Ctl Panel X
Recorder Panel X
Payload Circ.Brkr Panel ; ; , X , .
CRT Panel X
Tape Control Panel . . ._ . . . , X
Orbit Sta. -Upper L.H. Panel ~" ~ ""!"" X
Orbit Sta. -Upper R.H. Panel X
Orbit Sta. -Lower L.H. Panel X
Orbit Sta. -Lower R.H. Panel X
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7.1.3 Interior Equipment
7.1.3.1 Requirements
• - , .
All interior equipment including hand holds, lighting fixtures!
stowage compartments, linings, decals, etc., shall duplicate that of the
Vehicle in all respects perceptible to the crew. No data is currently
available on the Ofbiter's interior equipment
7.1.3.2 Rationale
To stimulate the sensation of realism of a mission and to
acquaint the crewmen with equipment location. ; .
7.1.3.3 Assumptions
- None.
7.1.3.4 Data Reference
None.
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7.1.4 Lighting
7.1.4.1 Requirements
All lighting fixtures and controls shall duplicate the actual
Vehicle in detail, location and intensity. Likely these will be actual
Vehicle components.
•In addition it shall be possible to adjust the light intensity
to optimize the Visual Display. Also, emergency lights will be required
for safety in the event of Simulator Power failure. No data is current!^
available on the Orbiter's interior lighting.
7.1.4.2 Rationale
To promote familiarization of various lighting combinations
and controls, also to reduce to ambient below real-world intensity to
enhance the realism of the visual display scene and eliminate unwanted
reflections and glare.
7.1.4.3 Assumptions ~
None. '
7.1.4.4 Reference - ' • -
None.
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7.1.5 Heating/Air Conditioning
7.1.5.1 _Requirements - •- •
The heating/air conditioning capability of the SMS should be
capable of producing an ambient environment similar to that prevailing
in the actual Vehicle insofar as it provides a cue of malfunction or
reflects mode of flight of the crewman. Rate of change of environment
shall not duplicate spacecraft conditions. The Heating/Air Conditioning
systems shall be capable of producing an ambient of 65 F to 85 F in
response to control settings by the crew member or Instructor override
Vehicle Controls.
No data is currently available to define the detailed
Orbiter's requirements.
The possibility of suit system simulation may exist, however,
due to the vehicle requirements for shirt sleeve environment this is a
remote possibility.
7.1.5.2 Rationale
The spacecraft is designed for shirt sleeve environment1 but
feis-.,
in space the Vehicle has the capability of infinitely rapid, and
hazardous, change. Thus the cost of simulation would be prohibitive
and the training value of such simulation negligible. A commercially
available air conditioner sized to offset the heat generated by instru-
ments, lights, crew load and visual load shall be deemed adequate with j
switching logic to permit simulation of cues which could be encountered
under various Mission Modes.
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7.1.5.3 Assumptions
No extremes of ambient are necessary
7.1.5.4 Reference
None.
CD
a>
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-7.1.6 Ingress/Egress . ;
7.1.6.1 Requirements
Ingress/Egress conditions in the simulator shall be represen-
tative of those encountered in the Vehicle for both Normal and Emergency
Conditions except for those hatches, employed under zero-g conditions, j
-between the upper -and lower <deck. All hand-holds, steps and latching
devices shall be simulated. .
Entry for Part Task training may be excluded from this require
ment and tailored to adapt to the individual modules.
No data is curently available in sufficient detail to define
the Orbiter's Ingress/Egress detailed requirements.
7.1.6.2 Rationale
Ingress/Egress of normal Launch, Emergency Escape and Post
Landing are sufficiently time-related to training to impart realism and
require preficiency in execution. --,
Ingress/Egress and mobility during part-task training under
"zero-g" conditions cannot be remotely simulated and thus serve no, or
perhaps even negative, training value.
r- ingress with the Vehicle x-axis vertical will require suffi-
cient dexterity, strength and impact on realism to warrant inclusion
as the count-down, readiness check and preflight preparation are per-
formed with the crew seated on wall-mounted seats, facing the ceiling.
7.1.6.3 Assumptions , . *
None.
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7.1.6.4 Data Reference
#164 - N.A.R. Version #13 Layouts
#135 - C&D Layout
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8.0 Visual Cues
8.1 The Human Visual System - Some Observations
8.1.1 Introduction
The purpose of the visual portion of the overall study is to
define the requirements for a visual system which will be utilized in a
full mission simulator for effective crew training in the various
"S'hutrlre^ Mis-si'orts. -Initially, the -Shuttle Vehicle and Mission Report de-
fines the potential visual scenes based on the Shuttle's cockpit configu
ration and performance capabilities during the various missions. Hence,
the response characteristics of the human visual system are relevant.
The human visual system is sensitive to radiant energy from
about 380 to 740 nanometers in wavelength. Light is defined (l)"as
radiant energy evaluated according to its capacity to produce visual
sensation." To see an object, light of suitable quality and intensity
from the object must form an image of adequate size, contrast, and
duration on the retina for the retina to transform the light energy
into nerve energy, and the nerve impulses must be conducted to the brain
and integrated into consciousness.(1).
Light enters the eye through the cornea and is imaged on a layer
called the retina in the back of the eye, so that different parts of the
retina receive light from different parts of the visual field outside, j
'
 !
 ' i
The retina is not absolutely uniform: there is a place, a spot, in the ,
center of our field of view which we use when we are trying to see thingjs
very carefully, and at which we have the greatest acuity of vision; it
is called the fovea or macula. The off-axis viewing, as we can
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immediately appreciate from our experience in looking at things, are not
as effective for seeing detail as is the foveal vision. There is also
a spot in the retina where the nerves carrying all the information run-
out; that is, a blind spot. There is no sensitive part of the retina
here (2) . . .
Seeing i-s -a tperce^ptua 1 process .that .is .affec.t.ed by and incor-
porates other sensations, emotions,association mechanisms simultaneously
active with vision, education and past experience. It varies with the
condition of the individual and the entities must be statistical
probabilities of seeing rather than absolute values (1). During the
tests to determine the statistical responses of subjects in the presence
i
of visual objects the following definitions are used:
1) detection implies a positive response ("yes") on the part
of the subject to a stimulus presentation the name of which has been
given in the instructions (as in the case "Tell me if you see light") .
A variation of this procedure may require that the subject name the
stimulus (e.g., "I see a light"). In such a case the instructions (e.g.
"Tell me what you see") do not involve the name of the object (3).
2) recognition (and identification) involve naming responses
for different objects. The objects are identified by name, and the
names are tabulated as either "correct" or "incorrect" (3).
3) iudgements also involve naming, for example, in the verbali-
zing of appropriate color terms (3).
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8.1.2 Visual System Simulation Parameters
Performance parameters as they relate to the human visual systen
functioning are discussed in the following paragraphs. These parameters
represent those areas to which specification and numerical values can ii
be assigned in order to provide a basis for an objective evaluation of aj
'devi-ce-'-who'se -acrcept?a-bii'Mjty- -"is "pred©mi-want ly sub j ect ive .
8.1.2.1 Field of View
The field of view of a visual system refers to the horizontal
-(azimuth) and vertical (elevation) angles over which the visual scene
is displayed. Normally, it is measured from a nominal position and
direction and should encompass the total space within which pertinent
visual cues may be contained (4).
The average monocular visual field (Figure 8.1-1) for the
right eye is: ; . . . . ..'-.....
a. BROW
NOSE
FOVEA
BLIND
SPOT IN
VISUAL
FIELD
Figure 8.1-1
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At the center of the chart Is the fovea. The head and eyes are
motionless. The nasal field is to the left, and the temporal field to
the right of the chart. Visual fields are mapped with a two-degree
achromatic circular Target with a luminance of about mililamberts (5).
The binocular visual field of view (Fig. 8.1-2) with head and
eyes fixed is:
Figure 8.1-2
i
The central white portion represents the region seen by both eyes. The j
ii
gray portions, right and left, represent the regions seen by the right j
and left eyes, respectively. The cut-off by the brows, cheeks, and nose
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is shown by the black area (5).
Primarily, the lack of the binocular cue, i^e., stereoscopic
vision, was a significant factor in contributing to probe contact
failure during Martin-Marietta's simulation of the remote manipulator
system of the Shuttle. In particular, the use of mono-TV viewing and
'the resuTtarit Tack "off "depth -perception resulted in a persistent problem
in the operator's ability to judge probe - target distance. The general
opinion of operators was that the mono-TV was "adequate" and could be
successfully used for the simulated task, but that TV with depth percept
would be a definite improvement (Shuttle Reference #22, pg.VI-43).
However, this statement has not been supported by performance data.
Stereoscopic vision occurs, when a subject regards an object in space,
the retinal image in the right eye is different from the retina image
in the left eye. The difference in retinal images serves as the basis
for many spatial discrimentations. Another binocular cue, i.e.,
convergence is not of concern since convergence cues cannot be
differentially effective for objects at distances greater than several
yards and the length of the remote manipulator system is fifty (50) feet
(3). In summary, the monocular cues for depth perception (3) were not
sufficient in reducing the number of probe contact failures in Martin-
Marietta simulation tests.
8.1.2.2 Brightness
Luminous flux is the time rate of the flow of light and
indicates the intensity of a source. The unit of flux is the lumen.
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Illuminance can be defined as the luminous flux incident (falling) upon
a surface. A typical unit is the footcandle. The equation for
illuminance is:
FE = T where E = illuminance in footcandles
F •» incident flux in lumens
A = area of the illuminated surface in
square feet
Luminance is the brightness of an illuminated surface. If all of the
illuminance falling on a perfectly diffusing surface were reradiated
by the surface, then the luminance would numerically equal the
illuminance. But, since this doesn't happen, we must take into account
the reflection factor of the surface which is the ratio:
reflected light
incident light
Thus, we can state that luminance = illuminance x reflection factor.
A typical unit of luminance is footlambert when the unit for illuminance
is footcandle. (Note: one lambert is equal to one Lumen/square
centimeter or one lambert = 929 footlamberts)(6) .
: • i , • •
, Table 8.1-1 illustrates the enormous range of luminances
encountered by man on earth and in space.. The values given are appro-
ximate and generally represent limits as indicated by the notes. The
units are millilamberts (5).
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Object
Sun
Sun
A-Bomb
Notes
Viewed from outside earth's atmosphere
Viewed from the earth
Fireball 4 miles from point of detona-
Uon Gt an 800 KT weapon.
Eartli
Mercury
Earth
Jupiter
Sky
Moon
Saturn
Mars
Moon
Sky
Uranus
Neptune
White paper in good
reading U;ht
Movie screentinOoors)
TV screen
Pluto
Snow in light of full moor.
Assume albedo (r) of 0.59 viewed from
outside atmosphere
Viewed from spu-e with cloud $ov«r(r*0.8)
Viewed from outside atmosphere(r-O.OCD)
Viewed in January from outside atmos-
phere, no clouds (r > 0.35)
Viewed from outside atmosphere (r*0,56>
Average sky on clear day
Full moon viewed from outside of
atmosphere (r J 0-073)
Viewed from outside atmosphere (r «0.63)
Viewed from outside atmosphere (r-* 0.15)
Full moon vioed from «ar:h
Average sky on cloudy day
Viewed from outside the earth* r % 0.63)
Viewed from outside atnnospnere{ri0.73)
Viewed from outside the atmosphere
Lower limit for useful
color vision
Viewed from outside atmosphere with
full moon
Upper limit for night vision
Absolute threshold fordark
adapted human e;ve. lower
limit for night vision
Sky
Space background
Viewed from outside atmosphere at
night with airglow. starlight, and
zodiacal light providing illumination
Moonless night sky viewed from earth
Background luminance formed by star-
light. zodiacal and galactic light.
Table 8.1-1
However, the human visual system is very poor at making
absolute judgements of brightness; for example, the illusion of looking
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directly at the sun can be achieved with 15 or 20 foot-lamberts after
suitable dark adaptation (4), and changes of luminance in a ratio of
10 to 1 or even 100 to 1 are scarcely noticed if the change is not
sudden (7) .
8.1.2.3 Contrast
Contrast is defined (4) as the difference in luminance
between an object and its surround divided by the luminance of the
surround, i.e.;
C - IQ'- Is'
Modulation is defined as (8) :
M - I - I8
I0 + Is
Figures 8.1-3 and 8.1-4 shows the sighting range (distance in feet) of
circular targets viewed against the sky with background luminance 1000
millilamberts (full daylight) and 0.0001 millilamberts (starlight)
respectively at probability of detection of 95%. These figures were
selected because they are typical of the Shuttle crew environment.
Meteoroligical range is the distance at which apparent contrast is
__ _ ..... .. . . „ . _ . . . _ ' -i, -^ ..... . .. . . ,,i . . ..... : . • - , ' . _ ______ . ___ ___ ... __ _ — ..... _. . -
reduced by atmospheric scatter to 2% of inherent contrast between the
object and sky. The following is an example of the use of the
nomogram. Find the range that an object 100 sq . ft. in area could be
seen in starlight when the meteoroligical range is 150,000 ft. and the
contrast of the object and sky is 0.8. A straight line across meets
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the given range and contrast. The range is read off where the line
intersects the 100 sq. ft. curve. Under these conditions a 100 sq. ft,
target will be sighted with a probability of detection of 95% at
1200 ft. (5).
8.1.2.4 Resolution
One of the reasons for discussing brightness and contrast is
that the discussion of resolution would be in a coherent manner.
Resolution of the human visual system means the smallest space it can
detect between the parts of a target consisting of alternate black and
white equally spaced bars. The resolving power of the human visual sys-
tem is the function of many variables such as illumination, contrast,
shape and duration of a stimili (see Figure 8.1-5). For this test, the
target used was a bright bar in a Landolt-ring placed in an array of
complete circles. The actual target was, therefore, a single narrow
bright line (8). .
8.1.2.5 Color
A general definition of color is the pigmentation of substances
in the environment. This includes both the selective pigments that yieljd
hues and the unselective pigments that yield black, gray, and white. -
In this sense of the term, the color of a thing helps to specify .the
material substance of it - that is, what the object is composed of.
Hence the ability to discriminate colors is part of the more general
ability to discriminate substances as discussed previously.
10/20/72 8-11
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A color discussion could include monocular field of view for
chromatic targets (5) and the spectral sensitivity of the eye in the
0 - . . .
dark and in light (2), however, these discussions are not relevant in
their application to the Shuttle program. Rather the color transition
of the sky during launch and entry, the color content of the earth sur-
face *©bser«ved'<L.n .©rM-t-,-hordzo-n'-detail., -and the various lights (for
example runway, payload and other aircraft).
The color transition initiation from blue to black is esti-
mated to occur at 100,000 ft. and terminate at 200,000 ft. The color
content of the earth varies since for such observations the atmosphere
presents itself as a formidable source of masking and interference (10) .
However, pictures taken in orbit, for example NASA Advanced Technology
Satellite III, should be made available and reviewed. With respect to
horizon detail, Simons reported three horizons at 102,000 ft.:...."a
true horizon where the sky meets the rim of the earth...the horizon
formed by the interface between the tops of cloud layers and the sky...
and the dusty haziness in the white layer right above the horizon....11
(11). He also observed at 102,000 ft. the lack of readily noticeable
sky above, the complexity of the sky at different times of the day,
the auroral display, the nontwinkling stars and the "halo zone" a few
degrees immediately below the horizon - additional faint dim bands of
blue, sharply but faintly edged against the sky, well above the haze
layer of the earth's atmosphere (11). The color of the various lights
encountered by the crew during the Shuttle missions are discussed in
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the subsequent sections by phase.
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REF. 8.2 Windows
KEY
8.2.1 Description
The primary flight (forward) station and the payload
164 handling station (orbit station) contain windows providing an
external view.
The .primary €=ld-ght (forward.) station is organized in a
166 typical pilot/copilot relationship with sufficient duplication
pg.3-115
of displays and controls to permit the vehicle to be piloted
from either seat and permit one-man emergency return. This
36 arrangement results in a cockpit fairly similar to that of
pg.4-194
166 a standard transport aircraft. There exists six windows in
pg.3-148
the pilot/copilot station. Each window contains a three-pane
166
pg.3-37 redundant system where the middle crew cabin pane (fused
silica for thermal protection) is also sealed to contain cabin
pressure. Rain, fog, and frost removal is required for these
166 windows. The liquid spray, rain-removal system, as implementec
pg.3-20
on the B-l, as well as the alcohol spray are candidates for
rain and frost removal. The prelaunch GN2 (i.e., gaseous
--'• nitrogen) purge of the inner cavities prevents fogging during
boost, and entry-induced temperatures similarly preclude
fogging. A GN2 purge will prevent the interpane fogging
166 during horizontal flight tests and ferry operations. Also
pg.3-147
shades are provided for light and radiant heat control in
boost, entry and orbital flight. .'.
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164 The payload handling specialist occupies the payload
and
36 handling station (aft-facing station) in a semi-standing
pg.4-378
position; it has a one piece upward facing and rear-facing
window to permit a wide range of vision aft, downward into the
cargo bay and upward (-ZB direction), including some forward
"Vision.
166 Each crew station external window may serve as a
pg.3-147
photographic station to assure coverage of various orbital
operational tasks. Mounts and alignment aids maybe required to
assure camera support and optical alignment dictate.
8.2.2. Field of View
8.2.2.1 Forward Windows
180 Figure 8.2-1 illustrates the pilot visibility through
pg.2
the three windows left of the centerline. The copilot visibi-
lity through the three windows right of the centerline is the
mirror image of Figure 8.2-1. The field of view from either
of the two viewing positions through all six windows has not
been determined. The total horizontal field of view is esti-
pg.3-31
: '/ . • . . . i . •
166 mated to be approximately 200 . When the vehicle is at rest
on the runway the XB axis is 3° 15' below the horizontal.
166 Crew seats and restraints accommodate a combination
pg.3-147
of spacecraft and aircraft functions with provisions for
adjustment and positioning to satisfy launch through landing
conditions. Also the flight crew seats have additional
2
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adjustments to provide the required visibility, reach, and
mobility necessary to pilot the vehicle. The excursions of
these seat movements have not been determined, therefore, a
viewing point envelope for the pilot and copilot cannot be
defined.
-1<64 The coordinates of the nominal viewing position has
been specified for the average man to be: station line = 460
inches, water line = 469 inches and buttock line «= 22 inches.
_ The vertical field of view straight ahead with respect to this
nominal viewing position is 10 up and 20 down. The water
line of the nominal viewing position will vary from 406 inches
(fifth percentile man) to 410 inches (ninety-five percentile
man).* The vertical field of view for non-average size
: stationary crewmen because of the +2 inch water line change
cannot be defined since the window geometry and forward panel
; locations have not been determined.
180 MEhe 10° vertical field of view above the horizontal is
P8-1
sufficient for the pilot to see the entire length of a 10,000
1....;...: . i ft. runway at preflare altitude (1050 ft.).-with worst case
r
 pitch-down transients in orbiter pitch attitude. Sufficient
Human Engineering Guide to Equipment Design - Sponsored by '
Joint Army-Navy-Air Force Sterring Committee - McGraw - Hill j
Book Company pg. 518
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180 down vision to see 2° below the horizon at main gear touchdown,
Pg-6
 0
at worse case nose up attitude (tail scrape angle of 18 )
dictated a minimum of 20 down vision on the pilot's centerline
8.2.2i2 Payload Handling Station
The nominal viewing point, the division of the total
vertical field of view into above and below the horizontal,
the horizontal field of view, the viewing point envelope and
the window geometry have not been identified. This area is
exceptionally weak because of this lack of information.
8.2.3 Assumptions
The payload handling station windows are glass panels
that are covered by the cargo doors during launch and entry.
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REF.
KEY 8.3 Ascent Phase (Vertical Launch to Orbit Insertion
The primary objective of the ascent phase is insertion
166 of the orbiter into a 50 x 100 nautical mile orbit. The ascent
pg.iii
phase sequence includes: (1) mated flight, i.e., booster
assists orbiter to the desired separation conditions, (2)
r separation, i.e., separate booster from orbiter, and (3)
orbiter insertion, i.s., orbiter continues its flight and
inserts into orbit. - .. ..
The nominal ascent trajectory profile includes a five
166
pg.2-34 second vertical boost phase, followed by a pitchover and
flight at the desired attitude angle. Roll to the flight
azimuth is accomplished during the pitchover. The orbiter
166 *
pg.2-15 is oriented in an inverted position during ascent to maximize
performance and abort capability. The abort SRM's are jetti-
166
pg.2-10 soned unused when the critical abort period ends 30 seconds
&
pg.2-17 after lift-off. At approximately 109 seconds after ignition
t^iS-w . . . . . . - . ' . . . . - - .
166 SRMs staging occurs. Insertion occurs for a polar mission 561
pg.2-17.
& seconds after ignition and for an easterly mission 547 seconds.
2-10 • :.-•..•-.! : ... '. -..;-:.:-.'.-..-!.-.-—--- <
.... ........ 8.3.1 Scene Content
 r -: .'....'.
8.3.1.1 Horizon. This refers to the boundary between the
. . . . . . . . . ^
earth and skyfield. It is usually rough at low altitudes, due j
to the presence of terrain features. As altitude increases,
it becomes smoother since the terrain features defining the
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horizon are at a greater distance. At orbital altitudes, the
curvature of the earth may be perceptible.
• ' /
8.3.1.2 Terrain. This includes all the visible features of
the earth's surface, both natural and artificial. The launch
area with gantry is prominent in the visual scene during
vertical "launch. Also, the terrain scene depends upon launch
site, (i.e,, KSC or WTR).
; 8.3.1.3 Celestial Bodies. These include sun, moon, planets,
stars, comets, and meteors; the last four are more visible
during the hours of darkness. The sun also casts shadows.
.. . 8.3.1.4 Own Vehicle. Included here are those portions of the
166
pg.2-17 vehicle external to the windows that can be seen through the
& - •-
164 windows. The external hydrogen-oxygen tank is visible in the
164 & mated configuration with respect to an approximate eye position
167
pg.2-5 1500 inches from the external hydrogen-oxygen tank tip and 360
inches above the external hydrogen-oxygen tank centerline, and
within a vertical field of view that extends to 20 down. The
abort SRM's are not visible in the mated configuratiori and
; ._ ; . : ' • '• • i : • • • i i
 :
 ;
after separation. Also, the 156 inch SRM's are not visible
in the mated configuration and after separation since the initial
i
166 trajectory of the solid rocket motors have a +ZB component as |
pg.2-47 j
illustrated in Fig. 8.3-1.
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NOMINAL STAGING
ROCKET THRUST •
BU JUS (ORV.ARD AND Af T
'8USN- JO SEC
NOIfc ORBUEH iS.?4VCRI£D
IN FlICMT
11
 3 SEC 3 SEC
Figure
.8.3-1
Successful SRM Separation Under
Nominal Conditions
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8.3.1.5 Atmospheric Effects. These include clouds, contrails
smoke, fog banks, and the like, located in the atmospheric
• -
belt. Objects of the class cannot only be seen, but can
occult the scene behind them partially or completely.
8.3.2 Color
"Colors fha't may be present -during this phase include
. .. _ the color transition of the sky from a blue to black, the blue-
green of the ocean, various shades of green and brown from the
natural landscape, and the colors of cultural objects, such
166
pg.2-47, as red roofs. White clouds may also be present. The color
2-47,
2-48 content of the scene will change during separation due to the
, ignition of the forward SRM separation rockets.
8.3.3 II lumlna t or s /Non -1 IjLutnina.t or s -
Definition:
(1) Illuminators: Those light sources that illuminate
reflective objects to a significant extent. . ,
(2) Non-Illuminators: Those that can be seen because
of their own luminescence, but which do not illuminate anything)
— Examples of illuminators during the ascent phase are:
sun, moon, SRM separation rockets' plume and ground lighting !
i
such as streetlights. Examples of non-illuminators are stars
 (
i
and ground light sources such as lighted windows. The Ascent
Phase could occur during daylight or darkness.••-
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8.3.4 Displacements
8.3.4.1 Translation
From KSC
166
pg.2-25,
46
167
8.3.4.2
166
pg.2-25
0 £ < 4.0 x 10 ft
£ 5.2 x 10 ft
-.ao.2.23 50,0.00 .ft.
From WTR
^ 5.2 x 106 ft.
0£ x 10 ft.
-80^ -^350,000 ft.
Rotation (B-Frame with respect to B-Frame at launch)
From KSC
-90^  (f £ 90°
^£ 25°
From WTR
-10°i
10°
8.3.5 Velocity
8.3.5.1 Translation
From KSC
170
Pg-6
Oil *£ 1£20,000 fps
Oil y4r 16 26,000 fps
0£1 £lt 3,000 fps
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From WTR
170.
Pg-6
8.3.5.2 Rotation
0^1 >V1 £ 26,000 fps
0 £ 1 y? 1 6 7,500 fps
0^ 1 2gl 5 3,000 fps
0 i 1 ^ j 1 5 20'°/sec
0£l «^1 £ 5°/sec
1 ^ 5°/sec
8.3.6 Acceleration
8.3.6.1 Translation
From KSC
170
pg.6
166
pg.2-91
From WTR
8.3.6.2 Rotation
0^1 Xrl -80 f t . /sec2
QZ 1 y f f l * 100 ft. /sec2
Oil 2^1660 ft . /sec2
0^1 /t=l £100 ft. /sec2
Od 1 < /> ld20 ft. /sec2
Of 1 %l i60 ft. /sec2
0 £ l l * l . 5 rad/se.c2.
0 £ 1 ^ O . 5 rad/sec
Of l If 0.5 rad/sec2
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8.3.7 Assumptions
1) Launch Earth Axes System - The origin of this
system lies on the surface of the earth fixed at the launch
site. The tfg axis is positive North, y& is positive East and
the z£_- axis is positive toward the center of the earth.
2) 'The launch azimuth from KSC ranges from 44 to
110°.
3) The direction of the launches from WTR will be
south in order to attain a polar orbit.
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8.4 Abort (Vertical Launch)
The objective of the abort phase is to interrupt the
• . . ' - " " -
normal launch sequence when the abort situation occurs and
carry the abort operation to a point where a nominal sequence
can be re-entered. There exists five abort modes:
166
•><pg..v2-«48 -(<L) --Abort SRM -(Launch.-commit-to 30 .seconds) .
2-50
The orbiter separates from the tank-SRM cluster assisted by
the ASRM to facilitate safe separation and returns to launch
-. site. ' : _. . ._ _ ..
166 (2) Orbiter Glide (30 seconds to 86 seconds).
pg.2-51
Orbiter separation from the tank-SRM cluster can be accomplished
aerodynamically, i.e., without thrust augmentation, in this
flight regime and utilizes a glide return to the launch site.
(3) Orbiter Powered Return to Site (86 to 300 seconds) .
The orbiter returns to site by means of a powered maneuver
with orbiter main engines. Variations depending on ascent con-
ditions are: (a) abort before nominal staging, and (b) abort
after nominal staging. ' i .
166 ------ (4) Orbiter Once-Around Orbit (300 to 440 seconds)
pg.2-51 .
2-52 For loss of thrust from a single main engine during this time j
• - • : , I- • : i
interval, the abort mode is once around to the launch site.
 ( i
166 (5) Orbiter Abort to Orbit (440 to 551 seconds)
pg.2-52
After loss of thrust from a single engine after 440 seconds
of flight, the orbiter continues to orbit.
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166 SRM thrust termination is provided for abort modes by
pg.3-81
means of two symmetrical blowout ports formed in each forward
motor dome by the ignition of linear shaped charges. Exhaust
stacks are provided to direct the gas discharge through the
forward attach structure and away from the orbiter.
-8.4.1 Scene Content
8.4.1.1 Horizon - Same as 8.3.1.1
8.4.1.2 Terrain - Similar to 8.3.1.2 but different areas of
166 the earth are involved, depending upon the abort mode employed.
Pg.5-37
Also the landing strip at KSC is a 10,000 ft. x 150 ft. runway
with a 1500 ft. overrun, tower, operations building, utilities,
; runway lighting, ILS and navigation aids. This runway will be
166 a new construction northwest of VAB. The pilot's perception
pg.2-91
of the horizon and runway in unpowered approach and landing
is considered to be critical in order to safely accomplish
. the task. In addition, for modes 4 and 5, the day/night
terminator is visible. . T
8.4.1.3 Celestial Bodies - Same as 8.3.1.3 ._ ..• . .
'8."4.1".4" Orbiting Vehicles- These include U.S. and Russian
- ,. spacecraft and "space junk" from previous launches. They would]
i
be visible during abort modes 4 and 5 (i.e., orbiter once- !
t
around and orbiter abort to orbit), and not during other abort
modes. i
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166
pg.2-48
8.4.1.5 Own Vehicle - Similar to 8.3.1..4 for abort modes
5, 4 and part of 3 when the abort takes place after nominal
staging. In addition, as in section 8.-5.1.-5, the tank is
visible in order to verify a safe separation. For the re-
maining portion of mode 3 and the entire mode 2, the orbiter
.separates aerodynamically from the tank-SRM cluster. In
mode 1 the ASRM assist in separation from the cluser. In
either case the tank-SRM cluster is not visible (Figure 8.4-1).
T « 70 SEC
ASRM ASSISTED ABORT
SEPARATION AT I » 30 SEC
AJROOY'(Ar'!C ABORT
SEPASA;;O% AT WAX »
F igurC- '&"<•' 4" 1- Positive Separation of Orbiter From
Tank and SIU.l's
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8.4.1.6 Atmospheric Effects - Same as 2.1.5.
8.4.1.7 Other Aircraft - Normal air traffic, which is kept
from the vicinity of the launch site during launch, may be
visible during abort.
8.4.2 Color
In addition to the objects whose colors were enumerated
in 8.3.2, there is the possibility that orbiting bodies may
be visible during abort modes 4 and 5 (i.e., orbiter once-
around and orbiter abort to orbit) . These bodies would probabl|y
be black and white, for the most part, for thermal control.
Also, for aborts before nominal staging, the colors in the
scene will change due to the plume from SRM thrust termination
through the forward firing blowout ports. Category II approach
runway lighting colors* include red (e.g., red barrettes on
each side of the centerline), white (e.g., touchdown zone),
green (e.g., runway threshold), yellow (e.g., runway remaining
edge lights) and blue (e.g , taxiway edge at intersection).*
i"''•• * International Civil Aviation Organization Annex 14
with attachments. Fifth Edition, May 1969.
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166
8.4.3 IIluminators/Non-Illuminators
Examples of illuminators during the abort phase are :
sun, moon, the plume from SRM thrust termination through the
forward firing blowout ports, SRM separation rockets' plume,
pg.3-148 general lighting such as streetlights and orbiter's landing
; lights. Examples of non-illuminators are: stars, ground
light sources such as lighted windows, runway lighting, and
runway light of other aircraft. The abort phase could occur
in daylight or darkness.
166
pg.2-50
170
pg.73
166 ..
pg.2-51
166
pg.2-51
8.4.4 Pi s.pl ajcemen t s
8.4.4.1 Translation
Mode 1: From KSC and WTR
0^1 X£l< 60,000 f t .
0£ 1 \fe IS 60,000 ft.
-80> 2£ 2-20,000 ft.
Mode 2: From KSC and WTR
0 £ 1 X* 1 € 220 x 10 f t .
- - - Of ly*lt 220 x 103 ft.
-802 2^2 -100 x 103 ft.
Mode 3: From KSC
0 - lX t *l£ 1.8 x 10 ft.
01 liteli 2.5 x 106tft-.
-80r >'400 x 10 ft.
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From WTR
166
Pg.2-51
£f X*14 2.5 x 10 ft.
O i l
-80 >
5 100 x 10 ft.
> -400 x 10 ft.
Mode 4 and 5: From KSC and WTR
166
«pg.. ,2 -.52
170
P8-73
-80^  ?<~£-800 x 10 ft.
S.4-.4.2 Rotational (B-Frame with Respect to B-Frame at launch
The rotational excursions for all three angles are
continuous for all five abort modes.
8.4.5 Velocity r
8.4.5.1 Translation
Mode 1: From KSC and WTR
, 0 ^ - |'xEj~driOOO f p s . - . " " '
! 0^ \ y E \ ± 1000 fps
• 0 -6 I z_ I £ 1000 fps1
166
pg.2-51
166
pg.2-51
Mode 2: From KSC and WTR
o •£ | XE | £ 3000 fps
<* | y J £ 3000 fps
zEj £.3000
Mode 3: From KSC
0-1 *$ 1^.6500 fps
05:1^1^3000 fps
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166
Pg.2-52
170
pg.73,
74&7S
S.4-.5.2
170
pg.89,
90
166
pg.2-69
From WTR
0 £1 %£ 1^9000 fps
0 ^1 Jj^lf 4000 fps
Of 1 ie\± 3000 fps
Mode 4 and 5: From KSC and WTR.
01 V± 27,000 fps
Rotation
Mode 0 £ | PB £ 40°/sec
0 ^
0 £
£. 10/sec
±. 10°/sec
Mode 2: 0 £. i pw i ^
_____ | g i —
<\ -<t-
- |qB| ±20°/sec
0 ± i r , £ 15°/sec
Mode 3: 0 £
0^
40°/sec
20°/sec
Modes 4 and 5:' " " ~ 0 £ I p., i
. ' »l
0 £ I q
B
20°/sec
5°/sec
0 ± |rB| ^
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166
pg.2-51
170
Pg-6
&
166
pg.2-51
8.4.6 Acceleration
8.4.6.1 Translation
Mode 1; 0 ~ | x^ 6 100 ft/sec2
± 100 ft/sec2
0-f: |z'E| £.100 ft/sec2
Modes 2 and 3: 0 4. | SL | ^ =130 ft/sec2
0 — yfi — 13° ft/sec2
0 -£:| z' 1 filOO ft /sec2I • «• i
Modes 4 and 5
8.4.6.2 Rotation
170
pg. 74
z
±^ 100 ft/sec
ft/sec
£60 ft/sec
Mode 1; 0 i= \ p_ I £ 1 rad/sec21
 ' B I
°ti I <„ I £:0.25 rad/sec2I B I
£-^0.25 rad/sec2
—
I B
170
pg.89
Mode 2 0 ^ 1 6 1I B "
0 - •
B
fji rad/sec2
±0.5 rad/sec2
0^.5 rad/sec2
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sec2
sac2
sec2
1) Same as assumption (1) Section 8.3.7.
2) The landing strips at both KSC and WTR will meet
FAA Category II requirements. Also, the basic weather
minimums are the same as FAA Category II conditions.
'--. The reason Category II, rather than I or III was
selected relates to current air transport practices. Ground
facilities (radio aids, runway lighting), aircraft equipment,
pilot training, and procedures combine to make Category II
landing by commercial aircraft routine. Category III landings
are still somewhat experimental; few aircraft and only one
commercial airport (Dulles) are presently certified for
Category III. The landing strips at KSC and WTR, if used by
support aircraft, would require Category II certification to
be of maximum use. lHence the assumption of Category II
capability at the two landing strips appears reasonable.
3) Normal air traffic will be kept away from the
vicinity of the launch site during launch.
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8.5 Orbital Operations Phase
The objective of the orbital operation phase is to
provide flexibility for performing orbital changes not
necessarily associated with rendezvous. Major activities that
occur during this phase are:
:XT) "External 'tank separation - -Approximately 24 minutes
166
pg.2-46 after orbit insertion the orbiter separates from the external
hydrogen/oxygen tank. Subsequently, the external tank de-orbits
via a simple preprogrammed retro impulse that will cause the
tank to enter the atmosphere and impact with acceptable
dispersion.
(2) Ascent to operating orbit - Transfer from the
166
pg.2-9 50 x 100 n.m. orbit to the operating orbit as defined by the
mission.
(3) Navigation updates and performance monitoring -
166
pg. 2-6 These activities are autonomous using vehicle software, display
166 controls, horizon scanner, star tracker and IMU. Backup systen
pg.3-97
alignment is accomplished by an optical sighting device
similar to the CSM crewman's optical alignment sight (COAS) .
The COAS is hand mounted on the window frame during spacecraft
153
operations.
s,
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166
pg.iii
36
pg.4-415
8.5.1 Scene Content
8.5.1.1 Horizon. At orbital altitudes the horizon appears
smooth and curved.
8.5.1.2 Terrain. Because of the various nominal orbital
inclination angles (i.e;, 28.5°, 55°, and 90°) the entire
earth surface is potentially visible. Also, the day/night
termination is potentially visible.
8.5.1.3 Celestial Bodies. Same as 8.3.1.3.
8.5.1.4 Orbiting Vehic1 e s. These include us and Russian
spacecraft, and "space junk" from previous flights.
8.5.1.5 Own Vehicle. As mentioned in Section 8.3.1.4, the
external hydrogen/oxygen tank is visible in the mated configu-
ration. The tank disposal sequence is shown in Figure 8.5-1.
As indicated there, the tank is released, the orbiter trans-
lates away from the tank and the tank's deorbit motor ignites
on a time delay signal. Moreover, the pilot should view the
• OR3IT INSERTION
• OK.'.'?"- (MINIMIZES
CGUNCERTAIHTYI
•DUMP GAS TO
5-15 PSIA
• SEPARATE PROPELLANT
DISCONNECTS IPRECLUOES
DISTURBING FOHCE AT
TANK SEPARATION.
• RELEASE TAN.<
•TRANSLATE OR8ITER
a:8 SEC RCS BURN
W, ~ 100 LS PROPELLANT
• IMTIA1E OEOR8IT
TIMER
0
*^-*—
l^ *^**"**^
©
AV • J FPS
RCS
~^SS^
<ts
®
PITCH RATE
2 O.t OEG/SEC
— /^5?^y \
T\^^X^~V~T*'
AX^ 10^ i 1
'. ^ *
v5x • (fi S KLS
BURN TIME
-37.1 SEC
f^ r s~1
Ss
* A V C ATT
• ORIENT FOR SEPARATION
(MINIMIZE? TAMK IMPACT
oisFEns<i,.N)
.FINE ^OOE CONTROL
IPRECLU3ES TANK
STABILIZATION)
• NAVIGATION UPDATE
OEORBIT TIME
(MINIMIZES IMPACT
DISPERSI3M
. COAST 17 SEC (PROVIDES
50FT CLEARANCEI
• RETROFIHES;}! V!M
AFTER INSEITlC'i 4V'
300 FPS IMSNIIBIZES
IMPACT DISPERSION!
F igur e 8.5-1 Tank
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tank in order to determine the relative position of the tank
with respect to the orbiter to verify a safe separation.
- - - -- 8.5.1.6 Atmospheric Effects. Same as 8.3.1.5.
8.5.2 Color
Colors that may be present during this phase include
.the .black ,sky and various shades of green and brown of the
earth. White clouds may also be present. There is the
possibility that orbiting bodies may be visible during orbital
operations. These bodies would probably be black and white,
for the most part for thermal control.
8.5.3 Illuminators/Non-IIluminator s
Examples of illuminators include sun, moon and the
ignition of the external hydrogen/oxygen tank deorbit motor.
Stars would be examples of non-illuminators.
8.5.4 Displacement
._ . . 8.5.4.1 Translation . .._...
166
pg.2-9 ^ 50 £ altitude £ 500 n.m.
. 8.5.4.2 Rotation ._. .. ._. _ ........
, In orbit, the vehicle can assume any attitude.
; 8.5.5 Velocity . • . -.
166 . , ... ' . ..I...;. .'...._.i_ _._„: '_. __.i
pg.2-9 8.5.5.1 Translation
25,500£ V £28,000 fps .
8.5.5.2 Rotation
166
pg.2-80 To be determined.
Note: Minimum attitude rate =0.1 /sec.
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8.5.6 Acceleration
8.5.6.1 Translation
To be determined.
166 Note: Maximum V capability = 1000 ft/sec
pg.3-68
Burn time not specified
.8 ..5..,6...2 .Rotation
166
 0£|roll acceleration I ^ 5°/sec2pg.3-63 ; . ' —
__________ . 0^ [pitch acceleration] <. 2.5°/sec2
0 ^  | yaw acceleration I -±_ 2.5°/sec2
8.5.7 Assumptions
1) After orbiter/external tank separation, the orbitei
is positioned such that the external tank is viewed in order
to determine its relative position with respect to the orbiter
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8.6 High and Low Altitude Rendezvous Phase
The objective of the rendezvous phase is to fly to a
co-orbit condition with another orbitsl vehicle. This phase
includes: (1) orbital adjustment sub-phase, i.e., correct
phasing with rendezvous target, (2) coelliptic sub-phase, i.e.,
.to place the oxb-lter ,a£ the .ide.sir.ed terminal condition prior to
initiating an intercept .trajectory, (3) terminal sub-phase,
i.e., place orbiter on an intercept trajectory with the target
and perform tracking to achieve a station keeping condition
and (4) station keeping sub-phase, i.e., maintain a relative
position in the near vicinity of the target vehicle.
166 -During rendezvous with an active cooperative target
pg.2-79-
(Missions 1 and 2), target range, range rate and bearing data
are used for navigation. The time in parking orbit is up to
17 orbits to achieve the proper phasing. For the single orbit
retrieval mission rendezvous roust be accomplished within
thirty-five minutes. Rendezvous with a passive target employs
166
pg.3-97 ground tracking of the target combined with orbiter on-board
navigation and, when required, range, range rate, and angle
166 data from rendezvous sensors. The GN&C subsystem provides
.Pg.3-96
inertial navigation updated by stars and horizon sensors for
autonomous orbital flight and by RF navigation aids (e.g.,
166 TACAN) for rendezvous. As for Orbital Operations (Section 8.5)
pg.3-97
< the backup system alignment is accomplished by an optical
00
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sighting device, similar to the crewman's optical alignment
sight (COAS).
8.6.1 Scene Content
8.6.1.1 Horizon
Same as 8.5.1.1.
.8.6.1.2 Terrain
Same as 8.5.1.2.
8.6.1.3 Celestial Bodies
Same as 8.3.1.3.
8.6.1.4 Orbiting Vehicles
Rendezvous is required with the following orbiting
vehicles: (1) space stations .during space station resupply
missions, (2) satellites during satellite retrieval missions,
(3) space tug for orbit to orbit shuttle, (4) another orbiter
during rescue missions and (5) a Russian manned vehicle.
"Space junk" from previous flights may also be visible.
8.6.1.5 Atmospheric Effects
Same as 8.3.1.5.
: 8.6.2' Color >
 ; , . , , ^
Same as 8.5.2.
8.6.3 Illuminators/Non-Illuminators
166 The docking and runway lights on some orbiting vehicle;
pg. 3-160
are an additional example of non-illuminators with respect to
those in Section 8.5.3. Also, examples of illuminators are
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sun, moon and the orbiter's spotlights and floodlights, i.e.,
docking lights. This lighting system fulfills requirements for
orbital visual acquisition and tracking, determination of
gross range and range rate of orbiting vehicles during terminal
rendezvous under all space lighting conditions. Moreover, the
rendezvous phase usually begins in darkness.
8.6.4 D.i spl a ceme nt
8.6.4.1 Translation
166 50- altitude £ 500 n.m.
pg.2-9
slant ranged 300 n.m. .
8.6.4.2 Rotation
In orbit, the vehicle can assume any attitude.
8.6.5 Velocity
8.6.5.1 Translation
166 25,500f V528 ,000 pps
pg.209
8.6.5.2 Rotation
166 To be determined.
pg.2-80 o,
_....-. -- . . • - . , - . Note: Minimum attitude rate « 0.1 /sec.
8.6.6 Acceleration
8.6.6.1 Translation ;- . --. -
166
pg.3-68 To be determined.
Note: Maximum V capability - 1000 ft./sec. Burn
time is not specified.
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8.6.6.2 Rotation
166
pg.3-63
0^1 roll acceleration J.£ 5°/sec 2
0^1 pitch acceleration l^2.5°/sec 2
Of" I yaw acceleration 1—2.5 /sec
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8.7 Docking and Undocking Phase
166 The objective of a docking operation is to move from a
pg.3-96
station keeping mode to a docking condition with the rendezvous
target.
The docking phase is the only phase that is conducted
166 in .the manual -mode only. The .minimum time from rendezvous
Pg. 2-9
completion to docking is five minutes.
8.7.1 Scene Content
8.7 1.1 Horizon
Same as 8.5.1.1
8.7.1.2 Terrain
Same as 8.5.1.2
8.7.1.3 Celestial Bodies
Same as 8.3.1.3
8.7-1.4 Orbiting Vehicles
Same as 8.6.1.4
8.7.1.5 Atmospheric Effects
-- Same as 8.3.1.5
8.7.2 Color ~ 7
Same as 8.5.2
8.7.3 IIlumlnators/Non-Illuminators
20 The orbiter vehicle is capable of manual docking to
pg.IV-9
other orbiter vehicles during daylight or darkness. Otherwise,
same as 8.6.3.
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8.7.4 Displacement
8.7.4.1 Translation .
 = .
166 50 £ altitude 5500 n.m.
Pg-2-9
slant range 510 n.m.
docking lateral misalignment = ±0.5 ft.
8.7.4.2 Rotation
166 In orbit, the vehicle can assume any attitude
pg.2-9
docking angular misalignment = + 5
docking roll misalignment » ± 7
8 7.5 Velocity
8.7.5.1 Translation
25,500£r\/£28,000 fps
•— maximum relative velocity at docking = ±0.5 fps
8.7.5.2 Rotation
Same as 8.6.5.2
maximum velocity at docking - ±l°/sec active vehicle
±Q.l°/sec passive vehic le
8.7.6 Acceleration
8.7.6.1 Translation
Same as 8.6.6.1
8.7.6.2 Rotation
Same as 8.6.6.2
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REF. 8.8 Payload Operations
KEY
The payload operations objective is to guide and control
the orbiter as necessary to meet payload handling require-
ments. The following maneuvers could be encountered: docking,
undocking and payload deploy/retrieve. The manipulator arms
enables the remote manipulator system to perform the following
22
pg.II-1 tasks: (1) "capturing" orbital payloads, (2) docking the
orbiter to orbital/payloads, (3) unload and deploy cargo from
the orbiter cargo bay, (4) unloading space station module from
orbiter transfer and dock module to space station and (5)
assembling orbital payloads. The docking maneuver will be
performed in a flyby manner rather than a head-on approach,
: so that in the event of a "redeslgnate and fly around" maneuver
the two vehicles will not be on a collision course. In
20 addition, the orbiter may be required to perform astronomical
Pg.IV-10
or other experiments with an attached payload.
22 Since the two manipulator arms are identical, the actual
pg.
VIII-1 design effort is limited to only one arm. The arm is designed
so that only one arm is required to accomplish all tasks
; associated with capture, docking, or cargo handling operations
Thus, the remote manipulator system is redundant, in that if
one arm fails, the other arm can be used to accomplish all
the required tasks except orbital assembly. In particular,
both arms are needed, for orbital assembly. For example,
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22 capture and holding of the Large Space Telescope can be done
pg.II-4
with one arm while performing maintenance and module replace-
166
pg.2-9
166
pg.3-160
166
pg.3-116
ment tasks with the other arm. The nominal time for deployment
of a 65,000 Ib. payload is ten minutes. Also, the maximum
time for deployment and retrieval of a 30,000 Ib. payload is
fifteen -minutes total.
There will exist as part of the remote manipulator system a
minimum of five closed circuit television cameras and two TV
monitors. The two TV monitors are located at the payload
handling station. Two cameras are located near the terminator
of each manipulator arm. Two TV cameras are mounted in the
payload bay. The fifth camera is used within the crew module
and mounted on the centerline of the docking axis at the
docking port window.
In addition to the two TV monitors and controls for the manipu-
lator arms, the payload handling station provides controls
for vehicle attitude and translation maneuvering. Also, the
payload monitor/payload handling computer transforms the
crewman's commands into appropriate rates of the seven arm
joints until proper engagement is made.
8.8.1 Scene Content
8.8.1.1 Horizon
Same as 8.5.1.1
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8.8.1.2 Terrain
Same as 8.5.1.2
8.8 1.3 Celestial Bodies
Same as 8.3.1.3
8.8.1.4 Orbiting Vehicles
Typical payloads; encountered during payload deploy/
166 retrieval maneuvers are: orbit-to-orbit shuttle, NASA point
pg.3-155
design tug, modular space station, sortie modules, SOAR, RAM,
Large Space Telescope and Centaur and Agena stage Vehicles.
Vehicles other than payloads that may require capture are:
another orbiter during rescue missions and a Russian manned
- vehicle. Also "space junk" from previous flights may also be
visible.
8.8.1.5 Own Vehicle
As mentioned in Section 8.2.1, the windows at the
payload handling station provides visibility into the 15 ft. x
;60 ft. payload bay (Fig.8.8-1) .
- 8.8.1.5.1 Pavload Bay Doors
36 The payload bay door is basically a clam-shell
Pg- '
4-368 type with each half hinged along the longeron having a latching
system at each end and along the mating centerline. The hinge
is a theoretical center dual link type allowing 138 of door
rotation.
10./20/72
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8.8.1.5.2 Remote Manipulator System
22 Each arm is attached to the fuselage near the for-
Pg.II-3
ward bulkhead of the payload bay. During launch and entry,
the arras are stowed along the top of the payload bay. Each arn
is extended, and attached at seven points to one of the pay-
load doors, near the mating line between the doors (see
Figure 8.8.-1). Each arm is attached to a different door.
When stowed each arm occupies a cylindrical envelope 50 feet
in length by 8 inches in diameter. In the event of a frozen
joint failure, the arm possesses an explosive bolt device, so
that the arm can be jettisoned to allow cargo bay doors to be
•^ closed for reentry.
------ Each arm possesses a shoulder, elbow, and wrist,
with 2, 2 and 3 joints respectively. The shoulder degrees of
freedom are pitch and yaw, the elbow degrees of freedom are
roll and yaw; and the wrist degrees of freedom are yaw, pitch
***..
and roll (see Figure 8.8-2). Payloads are deployed by grasping
them with a hand-like terminal device, lifting them out of the
i i ' • . - i , . '
payload bay using the joint motors,.and releasing them. Pay-
_ loads are captured _and retrieved similarly, the motors being
useful for braking small relative velocites as well as return-
ing payloads to the payload bay.
10/20/72
8-51
Wrist
Joint
Pitch
Yaw
Pitch i
Shoulder
Joint
Elbow
Joint
Roll
Yaw
Yaw
-TV
Camera
Terminal
Device
Figure 8.8.-2 . RMS Joint Sequence
VII-2
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8.8.1.5.3 TV Ca~cras and Mon it or s
166 The crewman utilizes direct and TV viewing while
pg.3-159
operating the manipulator arm controllers. The payload hand-
ling specialist's controls are discussed in the Crew Procedures
Section. As is shown in Figure 8.8-2 the two TV cameras locatec
near the terminator of each manipulator arm ensure a closer
image of the target so that final closure and attachment may
be accurately controlled. Two TV cameras mounted in the fore
and aft sections of the payload bay provide remote viewing of
the payload attachment and release and stowage operations as
well as general viewing of the entire areas. The fifth camera
mounted on the centerline of t.he docking axis at the docking
port windows aids the manipulator operator to monitor align-
ment and range/range rate during manipulator controlled docking
operations. The two TV monitors will be monoscopic and black
22 and white. There is no requirement for a TV system with
PS-
VIII-93 resolution greater than the obtainable standard 525 scan
lines. Each monitor will have the standard ON/OFF, brightness;
contract, and test controls. In addition any of the five TV
i
cameras can be selected on either of the two TV monitors.
8.8.1.6 Atmospheric E_ffec_ts_
Same as 8.3.1.5
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8.8.2 Color
Same as 8.5.2
8.8.3 111imina t or s/Non-IIluminator s
166 The sun, moon, the payload bay floodlights and the
pg.3-160
manipulator arm spotlights are examples of illuminators.
.There .are .four 7.5 watt fluorescent payload bay floodlights
(i.e., two on each end of the bayload bay) and two 100 watt
tungsten halogen (i.e., one on each manipulator arm) manipula-
tor arm spotlights. Stars are an example of a non-illuminator
8.8.4 Displacement
 T
8.8.4.1 Translation
22 altitude ^ 500 m.m.
Pg. U-2
max arm reach = 50 ft.
shoulder to elbow = 23.5 ft. = elbow to wrist
wrist to terminal device =3 ft.
tip positional error accuracy » ±2 inch
8.8.4.2 Rotation
In orbit, the vehicle can assume any attitude joint
;
 angular travel limits;
22 shoulder: pitch - ±200°, yaw «• 130°
pg.VIII-3.
 0 0
elbow: yaw = ±155 , roll - ±200°
wrist: pitch «+120°, yaw «• ±120°, roll =
o
± 200
Note: See Figure 8.8.-3 for one arm shoulder
to wrist envelope
10/20/72 8-54
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22
,pg,.XII-,L2
22
pg.II-4
8.8.5 Velocity:
8.8.5.1 Translation
25,5005 V- 28,000 fps
summation of tangential velocities at elbow,
wrist, and tip gives: tip speed- 2.5 fps (no load)
tip velocity error accuracy = +0.05 fps
nominal relative velocity before arm is used to reduc
relative velocity to zero =0.1 fps
8.8.5.2 Rotation .!
shoulder: .3 rad/sec (no load)
.0035 rad/sec (full load)
elbow: .0565 rad/sec (no load)
_...... . . : .0066 rad/sec (full load) _. _
wrist: .175 rad/sec (no load)
.0265 rad/sec (full load)
8.8.6 Acceleration
22 8.8.6.1 Translation
pg.VII-12
Maximum velocity can be reached in two seconds and
22
pg.VII-12
summation of tangential acceleration at elbow, wrist, and tip
2 . . . . . . .
i gives: tip acceleration £ 1.25 ft/sec (no load)
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8.8.6.2 Rotation
. - . . . • 7
Shoulder: 0.015 rad/sec (no load)
Elbow: 0.028 rad/sec2 (no load)
2
wrist: 0.087 rad/sec (no load)
and for the vehicle itself same as 8.6.6.2.
8.8.. 7 Assumptions
1) After deployment of the payload a visual inspection
will be conducted to determine the external conditions of the
payload.
2) The remote manipulator system is based on two
identical 50 foot long arms articulated at shoulder, elbow and
wrist. The NAR Technical Proposal was inconsistent in specify-
ing the length of the remote manipulator system arms. For
example page 2-8 specifies a 35 foot manipulator arm and page
3-156 specifies a 45 foot arm.
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8.9 De-Orbit Phase
The objective of the deorbit phase is to select a landing
site and perform the deorbit maneuver. Platform alignment and
31 navigation are necessary and therefore included in this phase.
pg.9-12
The primary landing point and the required orbit maneuver have
-31 -been-determined ^from pre--phase planning computations. Since
pg. 9-12-
4 the orbiter has a large cross range capability, de-orbit does
not require intersection of the landing site and the orbital
166 plane. Based on the mission requirement definition, Mission 3
Pg-2-75
yields the largest crossrange requirements. The GN&C subsystem
166 provides inertial navigation updated by star and horizon
Pg.
3-96,97 sensors for autonomous orbital flight. As for Orbital Operations
(Section 8.5), the backup system alignment is accomplished by
-t : . .'
an optical signting device, similar to the crewman's optical
alignment sign (COAS).
The de-orbit burn will be targeted by the on-board compu-
31 ter. Stnce, in general, several acceptable deorbit opportuni-
Pg-9-12-4
ties will exist, the on-board computer will display alternative
de-orbits to the crew, which will select a particular
opportunity based on entry crossrange, time to ignition, re-
quired delta-V, lighting conditions at landing, urgency of
return, etc.
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8.9.1 Scene Content
8.9.1.1 Horizon
Same as 8.5.1.1
8.9.1.2 Terrain
Same as 8.5.1.2
'8.9.1.3 -Cel-esti-ai Bodies
Same as 8.3.1.3
8.9.1.4 Orbiting Vehicles
Same as 8.5.1.4 •--••
8.9.1.5 Atmospheric Effects
Same as 8.3.1*5 • • -
8.9.2 Color
Same as 8.5.2
8.9.3 IIlumina t or s/Non-11 lumina t or s_^
Example of illuminators include the sun and moon
would be examples of non-illuminators.
8-9.4 Displacement
8.9.4.1 Translation
' ":" " :" 400,000 $ altitude £500 ra.in.""•""'! " '
8.9.4.2 R o t a t i o n _ .
In orbit, the vehicle can assume any attitude.
8.9.5 Velocity _ .
Stars
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166
pg,2-77
8.9.5.1 Translation
25,500 i V^ 28,000 fps
8.9.5.2 Rotation
TBD
Note: Minimum attitude rate
*8v9v6 -Acceleration
8.9.6.1 Translation
TBD
0.1 /sec
8.9.6.2
Note: from a 500 m.m._ orbit the burn time is 20
minutes resulting in a delta V = 800 ft/sec
Rotation . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Same as 8.5.6.2
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8.10 ENTRY
The objective of the entry phase is controlling
the orbiter angle of attack and bank angle to "fly out"
the targeted crossrange and downrange within temperature,
g-load, and skip-out constraints. A typical entry is
characterized by the initially high constant angle of
attack and large bank angle followed by a pullout where
- - - bank angle (and angle of attack, if necessary) are
modulated to avoid heating and temperature constraints.
166 The transition maneuver, that is, the transition from
p. 2-61
& spacecraft .(high angle of attack) to aerodynamic flight
p. 2-77 .
(maximum L/D) is a slow pitchdown maneuver using aero-
dynamic control in pitch and roll and is entirely accom-
plished in this phase. During pitchdown the rudder is
activated and yaw control is obtained by a combination
166 of RCS and flared rudder. At the end of transition, the
p. 2-70 • . . * " - .
rudder is fully effective and the RCS is deactivated.
The crossrange capability of the orbifeer is defined
20
p. IV-5 by the orbiter*s state vector at the beginning and end
166 of the entry phase. Mission 3 yields the most severe
p. 2-75
entry environment with a crossrange requirement of 1100 n.ra.
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166
p. 2-70
166
p. 3-97
p. 6-15
166
p. 2-71
2-77
p. 2-77
166
p. 2-77
Both manual and automatic (autopilot) control
modes are available throughout the entry phase. Steering
information for entry is provided through visual inter-
pretation of the backup G & N data on a cockpit cathode
,-ray ..tube.. Entry .and .transition will .ordinarily be
flown by the onboard computer.
The duration of the entry phase is approximately
35 minutes, of which time transition is about 7 minutes.
8.10.1 Scene Content
8.10.1.1 Horizon
In addition to Section 8.3.1.1, the horizon between
orbiter altitude 400,000 ft to 250,000 ft appears in the
side windows because of the flight path angle
(-1° < % < 0°) and the high angle of attack (approximately
35°). Between 250,000 ft and initiation of transition,
a large roll angle is maintained and the horizon appears
in the front windows. ,
8.10.1.2 Terrain ! :"~ -;-_—.—.;-._,-., -....
This includes all the visible features of the
earth's surface, both natural and artificial. The
terrain scene depends upon the landing site (e.g., KSC
and WTR). Between 250,000 ft and initiation of transition,
the terrain including cloud cover is dominant in the lower
side window because of the large bank angle requirement
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(-75° < ^  < 75°) during this region.
The loss of the view of both the terrain and horizon
may be lost during the high temperature region of entry.
8.10.1.3 Celestial Bodies
Same as 8.3.1.3
8.-10.1.4 Atmospheric Effects
Same as 8.3.1.5
8.10.2 Color
Colors that may be present during this phase include
the blue-green of the ocean, various shades of green and
brown from the natural landscape and the colors of
cultural objects. The white clouds will also be present.
Also, the color of the sky will gradually change from
black to blue.
8.10.3 Illumingtors/Non-Illuminators
Examples of illuminators during the entry phase
are the sun and moon. Examples of non-illuminators are
Tthe stars. The entry phase could occur during daylight~ ;
or darkness.
'8.10.4 Displacement ~ ^
8.10.4.1 Translation
70,000 1 transition altitude <, 160,000 ft
50,000 <. entry altitude < 400,000 ft
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166
p. 2-77
166
p. 2-77
p. 2-62
p. 2-71
p. 2-62, 77
p. 2-77
For WTR: entry north to south
0 < XE < ' + 5000 n.m.
-1100 < yE < 1100 n.m.
For KSC: entry west to east -
«0 2. yE .> - .3.00.0..rum.
-1100 < x,, < 1100 n.m.
L
8.10.4.2 Rotation
- 75° £ bank angle < 75°
0° < pitch angle < 50°
- 5° < slide slip angle < 5°
10° <. angle of attack < 50°
- 10° < flight path angle ^  0°
8.10.5 Velocity
8.10.5.1 Translation
900 < V < 26,000 fps
1400 £ V < 8,500 fps (during transition)
At WTR: entry north to south
p. 2-77 \ '' 50 <|z£| < 600 fps ' ' i '• '' [
• 0 < |xEj < + 26,000 fps
0 <|yE |< 7,500 fps
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166
p. 2-69
At KSC: entry west to east
50 <|ZE |< 600 fps
0 <. |yE|£ 26,000 fps
0 < xEJ£ 7,500 fps
'8. '10. 5. 2 -Rotation
0 < p < 20°/sec
0 <|qJ< 5°/sec
0 <|rn|l 5°/sec
8.10.6 Acceleration
8.10.6.1 Translation
p. 3-7
&
p. 2-77
Max. acceleration =3 g 's
ii
it
XT
< 66 ft/sec2
< 50 ft/sec2
y£ < 50 ft/sec2
8.10.6.2 Rotation
0 <pl 1.5 rad/sec
I I0 ^q£ 0 .5 rad/sec
0 ^ .,
D
< 0.5 rad/sec2
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8.10-7 Assumptions
1) Land Field Earth Axes System - The origin of this
axes system lies on the surface of the earth fixed at the
intersection of the runway threshold and centerline. The X^
axis is positive North, Ug is positive East and the g*. axis
is positive toward the center of the earth.
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KEY
166
pg.2-73
166
Pg.3-97
166
Pg-2-5
21"
pg.59
166
pg.3-97
8.11 Approach and Landing Phase
The objective of this phase is two-fold. Initially,
during the terminal approach sub-phase the orbiter is
; flown with a maximum L/D to the desired glideslope
intercept following an optimal path dependent on energy
"available. "SUbsequen'tly, the final approach sub-phase
!
begins at an altitude of 10,000 ft. and the orbiter is
jcontrolled to a 15 glideslope until 1050 feet, where
\ the standard 3° glideslope is initiated. Orbiter
landing is part of the final approach sub-phase.
Both manual and automated (autopilot) control modes
are available during this phaee. Automatic landing is
accomplished via a computed flight path generated in
the GN&C computer using the inertial navigation system
for reference with continuous updates from TACAN and
instrument landing system (ILS). Range and bearing
information is obtained via TACAN antennas throughout
this phase and the ILS antennas are deployed at 10,000 ft.
Radar altimeter updates are used near touchdown (approxi-
mate altitude range 2500 feet to touchdown). The two
segment (15 and 3 degree) glideslope approach requires
separate ground ILS transmitters for each segment.
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166 Two flare maneuvers are conducted during the final
pg.2-73
approach. At 1050 feet, the first flare results in a
transition from a 15° glideslope to a 3° glideslope.
The final flare occurs at an altitude of 80 feet so
that the approach velocity decreases to the design
touchdown velocity and the approach sink rate decreases
to the design touchdown sink rate.
166 At 10,000 ft. the landing gear is deployed in
pg.2-61
preparation for landing after it has been determined
that a satisfactory approach has been established.
166 : Two concepts have been evaluated and are acceptable
pg.2-73-
, to compensate for crosswinds during approach and landing.
They are; the slip concept requiring up to approx.
; 7° of bank angle to maintain vehicle along the runway L
; centerl£he, and the decrab maneuver initiated 2 seconds
: before touchdown requiring up to 10 of rudder and
| aileron control inputs to offset rolling moment result-
......... ing from sideslip.
166 The orbiter vehicle will have an air breathing
pg.iii,
2-56 propulsion system (ABPS) installed for early orbital
pg.2-56 development flights and subsequent supply missions
(e.g., Mission 2). The ABPS provide fifteen minutes
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loiter flight capability at 10,000 feet or alternately
provide the capability to perform a go-around at the
landing site without prior loiter. For early develop-
16^g.3-77inent flight, assisted air starts will be initiated at
40,000 feet, the upper limit of the air^start envelope.
For supply missions, air start will be delayed to 25,000
:
 feet, which will provide sufficient time during descent
for engine start and operational check prior to initiating
the planned 15 minute loiter flight at 10,000 feet
i
altitude.
The duration of a nominal approach and landing is
166 approximately 10 minutes. If the vehicle has ABPS
pg.2-77
installed the duration can increase to 25 minutes.
8.11.1 ; Scene Content
8.11.1.1 Horizon
*""" This refers to the boundary between the earth and
skyfield, It is usually rough at low altitudes, due to the
' ' • : ' • •
 ;
 , ' • '
 :
 ' ' ' ' i - i ! i '
. presence of terrain features. „• _
8.11.1.2 Terrain
This includes all the visible features of the
earth's surface, both natural and unnatural. The land-
166 .
pg.5-37 ing strip at KSC is a 10,000 ft. x 150 ft. runway with
i ' •
a 1500 ft. overrun, tower, operations building, utilities,
runway lighting, ILS and navigation aids. This runway
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will be a new construction northwest of VAB. The pilot's
166 . perception of the horizon and runway in unpowered approach
pg.2-91
and landing is considered to be critical in order to
166 safely accomplish the task. Also, upon descending
Pg-2-5
 0
along the 15 glideslope, acquisition of visual references
are required at the decision altitude (unspecified)
i(with ABPS only) such that a missed approach could be
initiated when these visual references have not been
i
established with the runway environment, thereby f
. . - )
.....'signifying that the vehicle is not in position to execute
a normal landing. Along the 3° slideslope, the pilot
_..:.' aligns the vehicle with the VFR flight path.
" ' 8.11.1.3 Celestial Bodies ,
Same as 8.3.1.3
8.11.1.4 Atmospheric Effects
Same as 8.3.1.5
ft.n.l.S Other Aircraft
r.._., Depending on airspace restrictions imposed on
other air traffic, such traffic could be visible during
.— — approach and landing. ... .:.... —
 r ,
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8.11.2 Color
Colors that may be present during this phase include
the blue sky, the blue-green of the ocean, various shades of
green and grown from the natural landscape. White clouds may
also be present.
•T-he ^ Category II runway lighting includes: red (e.g.,
red barrettes on each side of the centerline), white (e.g.,
touchdown zone), green (e.g., runway threshold), yellow (e.g.,
. runway remaining edge lights) and blue (e.g., taxiway edge at
intersection).*
.8.11.3 IIluminators/Non-Illuminators
Similar to Section 8.10.3 with approach and runway
.. lighting and runway lights of other aircraft being an addi-
I : . ; •
! tional example of non-illuminators. The approach and landing
. phase could occur during daylight or darkness.
8.11.4 Displacements ' ', '
-8.11.4.1 Translation . . . . . . . .
0 ^-approach and landing altitude^: 50,000 ft.
1050 <. 15° glideslope altitude £ 10,000 ft.
i .„ 0 £.3° glideslope altitude -d 1050 f * •
i •
Eye point above local horizontal «• 24.5 ft. (vehicle
at rest on runway). .
International Civil Aviation Organization Annex 14
with Attachments. Fifth Edition, May 1969.
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Ground track for approach and landing to be determined (TBD) .
Figure 8.11-1 illustrates a typical approach and landing
(without ABPS).
*l'^ *\ Space Division
Nwlfi Anicncan Rodcwefl
CNOOFIUVISITION
u-oi.»-w.ocon
CNT£»CEPT
' • k • 10.000 FT
U'OS.Ii'iO.COQFr
F//////////--'. '\
« »RI flAdt TO TOUCK3OWN • J9 SEC
• AIRVCtO AT lOUCMOO-.'.^  • ICO CCAS
^Figure .8.11-1 ' Baseline Energy Management
Approach and Landing j
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166
Pg. 2-62
pg. 2-62,
3-31
8.11.4.2 Rotation
30°^ . bank angle ±_+30°
-3° ± pitch angle ^.20°
. ,2-,62 -lO^slide slip angle s_10°
pg. 2-62 Tail scrape angle at touchdown = 18°
Nominal angle of attack at touchdown
-20 f: flight path angle ±_Q
pg. 2-62
Pg. 2-65
13'
8.11.5 Velocity
8.11.5.1 Translation
250^  velocity from 50,000 ft to 10,000 ft.^  600 kts
pg. 2-55 140 ^ velocity from 10,000 ft to touchdown ;£,250 kts
pg. 2-62 Design touchdown sink rate = 0 to 10 fps.
pg. 2-62,
2-77
166
pg. 2-69
8.1X5.2 Rotation
0
0
0
/sec
/sec
^ }rfi / —
_o .
5
 '
sec
36
pg. 4-245
8.11.6 Acceleration
8 . il, 6 . 1 Translation
0 ^ , acceleration -*• 40 ft/sec2
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8.11.6.2 Rotation
0 ± IpJ ± 1.5 rad/sec2
I B|
0 ± jqB/ ± 0.5 rad/aec2
I i
0^ ]rni -^0.5 rad/sec2
— I B| —
8.11.7 Assumptions
1) Same as assumption (1) for Section 8.10.7
2) Same as assumption (2) for Section 8.4.7.
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8.12 Ferry Flight Phase
The objective of the ferry operations is to fly the
20 vehicle from one airport to another. For ferry flights
pg.IV-10
the orbiter vehicle will be capable of operating in and out
of air fields that have runways equivalent to 10,000 feet long
and 150 feet 'wide at sea level and 13,000 foot runways at
4,000 foot elevations. The orbiter will be capable of taking
166 off and landing on such runways, allowing for hot day tempera-
pg.1-2
ture, wet surfaces, and specified wind conditions. The orbiter
will be able (via six stops or aerial refueling (technique
not specified)) to perform ferry flights within the continental
United States from East Coast to West Coast, and from point
of final assembly to test and launch sites.
: For ferry flights the ABPS system will consist of the
166 orbital module plus two additional engines for a total of four
pg.3-75
air breathing engines. The orbiter will be capable of main-
20 taining^level flight with one engine out at 10,000 feet
pg.IV-21
166 altitude or higher. In the ferry configuration, the orbit
pg.2-55/ , .
maneuvering system pods including aft RCS modules are replaced
with aero fairing.
166 During the ferry/horizontal flight test configuration,
Pg.3-32
the landing system is capable of drift landings with peak
ground wind speeds of 35 knots from any azimuth. The ferry
configuration also is used to conduct the horizontal flight
test program.
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8.12.1 Scene Content
8.12.1.1 Horizon
The horizon will appear rough due to the presence
of terrain features.
8.12.1.2 Terrain
This includes all the visible features of the earth1
surface, both natural and unnatural. The various landing
strips are prominent during takeoff and landing. Also, visual
references near the landing strips are required in order to
determine whether a missed approach should be initiated.
8.12.1.3 Celestial Bodies
These include sun, moon and stars. The stars will
only be visible during night ferry flights. The sun also
casts shadows.
8.12.1.4 Other Aircraft
The in-flight refueling technique, either boom
refueling or probe/drogue will be determined. The belly
lights of the tanker aircraft, to determine relative position,
and either the "basket" light for probe/drogue or the tanker's
boom for boom refueling are predominent. Also, depending on
airspace imposed on other aircraft traffic, such traffic could
be visible during ferry flights.
8.12.1.5 Own Aircraft
If probe/drogue is the selected technique for in-
flight refueling, the probe will be visible.
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8.12.2 Color
Same as 8.11.2.
8.12.3 Illuminators/Non-Illuminators
In addition to 8.11.3, the tanker's belly lights are
an additional example of non-illuminators. If probe/drogue
technique is used the "basket" light and the probe light are
... . . additional examples of illuminators. Ferry flights could be
conducted during daylight or darkness.
8.12.4 Displacement
8.12.4.1 Translation
166 ferry range = 400 n.m.
pg.2-62
& - maximum altitude > 10,000 ft.
pg.IV-21
•- Eye point above local horizontal =24.5 ft.
(vehicle at rest on runway) .
8.12.4.2 Rotation
Same as 8.11.4.2.
»=*_ . . .
8.12.5 Velocity . . : . . : . :
8.12.5.1 Translation ' _ , _i
Vmin JLS Defined as minimum liftoff speed at tail-
.! scrape altitude for the heaviest ferry weight configuration
without ground or thrust effects (see Figure 8.12-1).
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vtioarr KKOISI
• ferry Takeoff Performance Attained
-. j
Figure 8.12-1
Maximum velocity in flight = TBD
8.12.5.2 Rotation
Same as 8.11.5.2.
8.12.6 Acceleration
8.12.6.1 Translation
To be determined.
8.12.6.2 Rotation
Same as 8.11.6.2.
8.12.7 Assumptions ; ; ]'" "•"""• ;~r r ----; — .-- -•;-- -
1) The orbiter's rotation capability during approach
and landing is equivalent to the orbiter's rotation capability
during the ferry phase.
2) The 15° glideslope will not be utilized during thel
landing portion of the ferry flight. Rather the conventional
3° glideslope only will be used. , ;
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3) Same as assumption (1) for Section 8.10.7.
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9.0 Cue Requlrerr.ents
Aural simulation constitutes an important adjunct to
providing the astronaut with a comprehensive spectrum of sensory
indications relating to the operational performance character-
istics of a flight. It has been shown that under cez-tain
.conditions the Pilot can detect a change in an operating
parameter from the resulting change in the sounds before the
condition manifests itself in any visual indication or
proprioceptive cue. An aural cue simulation subsystem is re-
quired in the SMS to provide real-time simulation of the actual
acoustical environment with sufficient scope and realism so that
the crew in training is supplied with aural cues which aid in
the accomplishment of critical management tasks. The aural
cues are restricted to those cues which relate directly to
important space shuttle management procedures.
. At the time of this study, sufficient data are not avail-
able to .precisely define the sounds which would provide aural
cues to the crew members. Only vrtien the frequency range and
decibel level of the various system noises are determined can
an evaluation be made of the aural cues required in the SMS.
Based on reference data currently available, the following is a
general description of the anticipated sounds which would pro-
vide aural cues to the shuttle-crew.
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9.1 Propulsion Cues
Aural cues will be generated by both liquid fuel and solid
rocket engines. The noise cues are broken down in the following
paragraphs by each originating source.
9.1.1 HllJlJ^rJ^LJllSill^s
"The main liquid fuel rocket engines have sounds
associated with burning, to include rough burn. The engines are
throttlableover a range. However, the noise level will only
decrease one-half of full volume when throttled. Although
the engines have both fuel and oxidizer pumps, it is doubtful
if these pumps would be heard over engine ignition. There are
three main engines to be simulated, each of which may be
started at a separate time. Prior to start and post firing,
metal expansion and contraction noises are expected. Prior to
reentry the main rocket engines will be purged of residuals with
inert gas. This purging operation will probably be heard as a
muted gas expansion.
9.1.2 Solid Rocket Motors
There are two 156-inch solid rocket motors which will
produce thrust sound and vibration. Thrust level of each SRM
is approximately 3.5 million pounds. Start-up and shut-down
transient noises are not required from the nature of the SRM
burning. Upon thrust termination of these motors, they will be
separated from the orbiter and tank using auxiliary rockets.
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Noises associated with rocket firing and burn should be audible
to the crew. Mechanical noises associated with separation
should not be heard over the separation rocket noise.
9.1.3 Airbreathin.q Engir.es
The airbreathing engines are stored internally in the
shuttle vehicle prior to engine start. A door cover thump and
hydraulic actuator sound will accompany engine deployment.
Once deployed, booster pump whines and a hydrazine explosion
will be heard during engine start. Following start-up, a
turbine whine will build up to run level and continue until
shutdown. During airstart, this whine will also be heard. At
this time, it is assumed that the jet engines will have thrust
reversal capability and the accompanying noise.
9.1.4 Abort Solid Rocket Motors
Two solid rocket motors attached to the orbiter aft
fuselage provide the rapid start and high thrust necessary to
accomplish orbiter separation from the booster, SRM's and
external tank in the event of an abort between 0 and 30 seconds
The rockets burn for approximately 21 seconds with an average
thrust of 385,000 pounds. Ignition, burn and shutdown sounds
v/ill be associated with these motors. It is assumed that these
rockets will be jettisoned by explosive devices which require
a muted thump cue. In a normal mission, the motors will be
jettisoned unused 30 seconds from liftoff.
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9.2 System Equipment Cues
The deployable, external fuel-oxidizer tank would create
noises associated with pyrotechnic line separators, fuel and
oxidizer venting prior to separation, and separation system
pneumatic and mechanical thumps.
'Reaction control thruster jets provide attitude control
and three-axis translational capability during orbital and
entry phases of the mission. The thrusters are located in the
orbiter nose section and each of the aft QMS pods. The jets willl
cause a thump sound on activation, identifiable as to direction.
Docking sounds are required for the mechanics of door
opening, docking ring extension, mating, locking and the
pneumatic shock absorber system. More definition is required
to determine the metallic sounds to be simulated and the shock
absorber pneumatic sounds.
The sounds associated with the payload area and payload
deployment involve the latching and unlatching of payload
doors, payload and radiator units. Hydraulic sounds will be
t . .
associated with radiator deployment, door mechanics, and the
payload manipulator. Various levels of mechanical matings
(thumps) are associated with the door opening and closing,
radiator deployment and retraction, manipulator mating and
stowage, and payload mating with external vehicles, or return
of payloads to the payload bay. Emergency jettisoning of the
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manipulator would create noises associated with pyrotechnic
separators.
The electrical generators operating off the APU's will
produce a 400 hertz hum. This will probably appear as a back-
ground noise. There will be an increased level of DC electrical
motor sound during payload door opening without AFLJ hydraulic
power. The APU will have an explosive start-up sound with a
12,000 hertz run mode background noise. There are three APU's
which may be started independently.
Fuel cell venting from two or four units will be heard
as pressure builds up to trip limit. This sound will probably
. be a pop (valve opening) followed by an air hiss.
Environmental air-conditioning sounds heard when the
cabin is pressurized will be valves popping - high pressure air
release - and air pressurization or evacuation during EVA/IVA
activity. The volume of sound will be dependent upon air
density.
The aerodynamic control surfaces should generate a
hydraulic motor hum when driving from one position to another.
In atmosphere, an air flow noise should be generated which is
a function of dynamic pressure and the amount of total surface
deflection.
Deployment of the speed brakes by the hydraulic system
should create a thump. An air flow noise should be associated
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with the speed brake while deployed in the atmosphere. The air
flew noise intensity is variable as a function of dynamic
pressure.
The drag chute system should cause two minor sounds; a
thump on opening of the drag chute container system and a
second thump on opening of the main chute.
9.3 Aerodynamic Cues
Aerodynamic control surfaces will create aural cues of
wind noise, turbulence and buffeting. During reentry phases
it is expected that metal expansion and contraction will cause
various popping and cracking sounds.
9.4 Caution and Warning Cues
The caution and warning system is largely undefined at
this time. It is assumed that the system will parallel existing
space and aircraft systems. The caution and warning system will
provide a means of monitoring critical parameters. In the event
of an anamolous condition, a tone will be generated in addition
to a light identifying the problem area. Other standard cues
for warning, emergency fire and rapid loss of pressure are also
required.
9.5 Landing Gear Cues
The landing gear system will have sounds associated with
the gear doors opening and closing (hydraulic cylinder activa-
tion) . When the-gear, door begins opening, an air noise should
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be generated. The volume would be dependent upon air density.
A mechanical thump would be associated with the gear door
opening or closing. The gear deployment and retraction will
create sounds associated with hydraulic motor activation. When
the gear is fully extended or retracted, a mechanical thump
should be heard. Noises will be connected with operation of
the beakes. Noises would also result from tire vibration or
wobble at high speed and tire contact with the runway on landing
9.6 Malfunction Cues '<•
Aural cues may be associated with some malfunctions, e.g.,
engine failure would result in a decrease in noise level nor-
mally heard. When subsystems have been selected for the space
shuttle, potential system malfunctions will be identified. Once
identified, an analysis should be made of the relationship of
audio cues to the identification of the malfunction.
